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Foreword

Dear Readers,

 Thank you for opening up Jet Fuel Review’s Fall 2016 issue—we, the editors, are 
excited to provide you with the twelfth issue of our high-octane literary journal filled with 
a dazzling new set of poems, fiction, creative nonfiction and artwork that we selected from 
hundreds of submissions this fall. The editors have spent many hours reading creative 
work from across the globe and have been faced with the difficult decision of what to 
feature in our latest issue. After careful consideration and intense discussion, we believe 
the twelfth issue is a fresh representation of the voices of contemporary writers and artists 
from around the world. 
 You have probably noticed Melody S. Boone’s photographic piece “Girls” on the 
cover of our journal—a superimposition of multiple images that seem to each have a place 
in a family photo album, yet when fused together, captures the transience of growing 
up. The sepia tones bring us back to the nostalgia of childhood, and if you look closely 
enough, you will notice a white silhouette of a bride embedded in these other memories 
that function as a narrative to the female experience in America. 
 The idea of a woman’s narrative in this world is a theme that seems to overlap 
with many of the pieces we published in this issue. In our nonfiction section, you will find 
Christine Holmstrom’s “Rumor Has It” in which she relays an experience from her days 
as a prison guard and how being a woman affects the way she is viewed in this position. 
Another struggle that not just women, but everyone deals with in their life is the pressure 
to be “beautiful,” which Genelle Chaconas wonderfully meditates on in their fiction piece 
“Skin Deep”. In the expansive poetry section, Natalie Crick’s piece “Sunday School” is 
featured, a poem which uses stunning church imagery to conceptualize the innocence of 
adolescent girls. 
 With many new literature-lovers added to our staff this fall, we encountered some 
obstacles as we all worked to produce a publication that can measure up to the previous 
issues, yet reflect our unique tastes. In the end, we found a way to balance our desire to 
achieve the standard that past editors have set for us while simultaneously selecting work 
that ultimately showcases what we value as editors and human beings. 
 In a small room located in Romeoville, IL, Jet Fuel Review runs off of active Lewis 
students’ and alumni’s dedication and our self-prescribed quest to spread literature and 
art. With the mentoring of faculty advisors, Drs. Simone Muench and Jackie White, the 
editors work hard at curating a diverse journal that we believe speaks to people from 
all walks of life. We strongly hope that the twelfth issue is reflective of the different 
experiences in this world and that every reader can find a piece that embodies his/her 
experience in some form.  

Read on,

Sam Gennett
And the Jet Fuel Review Editors
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POETRY
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Natalie Crick

Sunday School 
Madeline loves it
And sits as Mother would.
The priest is like her Father
Dressed all in grey,
 
Palms fluttering with
Paper clowns,
Legs and arms spinning anti-clockwise
Like the priest’s eyes slide
 
From side to side.
We are his for an hour
But he cannot touch us,
For we are jewels to be watched,
 
And, one day taken.
Nobody has ever held his hand
But Grandmother, with rings like
Little girl’s warnings.
 
This is my house of God,
Rain thundering as
Unanswered questions.
Their faces are taught and chilled with frost.
 
He is the bee of androgyny
Thrusting candelabras as tusks.
This drone of activity,
It is all too much for me.
 
Faces dumb as naked dolls.
He strips them, licking them with stars
Like potential girlfriends
Or meats to be weighed.
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Natalie Crick 

And We Are Hiding Now
 
For some time they sat in the cornfield
And spoke like dull mice
About what would be done.
When the sun, a ruined fruit

Ripped the dilute garden growth
And spread a red alarm over tall shears
The eldest was heard to say
“Bury them in the cellar.”

Skins of lice lamented
Over the pulsing stalks,
Their drones blanched in the air
Curdled and hot.

The house was distant and brown
Weeping a creeping shadow from within,
That seemed to warn: ‘Keep Out’.
A blaze from the forgotten.

Old plastic swing swung over the perimeter,
A goodbye, flinch.

The sky was high and blue.
In the giant shoots
Lurking softly and surreal,
Two ducklings on the gilded shore.

The sea was swimming with flushed young men
Severing feathered heads
With long silver scissors.
Pointed thorns in a paper box.

The woman roared like the man.
“Stop”, said the girls
With frilled socks.
Once the heavens were purple

Like a bruise, the corn
Grew cold and wet.
The house stood waiting, a deadened bulb
With a swift march

They advanced through the field,
Cutting stems.
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Raymond Farr 

A Dead Man Picking Fruit in a Blizzard
 

To catch the hole
It left behind

 
—Julie Doxsee

Blood draining from her chapped lips
She hurries over the stained white pages
 
Of trampled snow—a coveted warmth
Blinding her with its nuance
 
& quiet as morning on every sidewalk
She speaks the brisk sounds a poet makes
 
Her breath is pure Russian winter
& like a dead man picking fruit in a blizzard
 
The whispers of the others sleeping in lock-down
Tell her someone is groping for meaning
 
In the shadows of the orchard
But in the pose of things frozen in procession—
 
                           White flecks of sun
On the tree lined streets!
 
                                  But whose peaches
Are these peaches, she wonders, spilling out
 
Chaotically tonight all over the icy
Alewife Brook Parkway? The good luck
 
Has been edited all out of them & snow
Buries this business of misfortune
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Let's Pretend
 
Let’s pretend this is the best song ever
crank it up and pretend we’re tourists 
in shorts with maps, and in love 

let’s pretend that kiss was an accident
blame it on boozy excitement 
let’s pretend we’re Italian and stroll

la passeggiata on the Via del Corso 
let’s pretend my cousin in Idaho 
doesn’t have guns plural, pretend 

we’re in labor and push, pretend 
the alert wasn’t amber and the lost
child was found alive and safe 

hiding under her bed, pretending
let’s pretend we’re rich and thin
and slouch laconically on a balcony 

let’s pretend our ears don’t burn 
nod yes with a mouthful of rare beef 
dab tears of contentment, pretend

we are a happy family of four 
and it’s bath time, then bedtime
read a story about ourselves 

as rabbits and squirrels who live 
in thatched-roof cottages with 
secret passageways, let’s pretend 

our secrets make us interesting
let’s pretend we don’t remember 
let’s pretend we remember everything

what’s that smell?  It wasn’t us
the error module does not recognize 
the error, let’s pretend we are 

Heather June Gibbons 

who we say we are, that we wave 
at mayors in parades and always 
call back our moms, this works best

when we’re unbearably sad
this isn’t fun anymore
so what, pretend that it is

and that we understand Twitter 
and tailgating and love ourselves 
even half as much as we should

let’s pretend that pretending is 
different than lying and we 
don’t see a black Mercedes 

circling the block and this 
waterfall is not powered 
by electricity, we are not 

powered by electricity, 
pretend this dead-end is 
not the real-deal end.
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Anthem
 
Every pop song is just another song 
about California, the waves, yeah
the waves, kids in the boom-boom 
room shaking ass in the smoke 

machine smoke like they’re dancing 
in a gold cage, dudes singing along
and bobbing their heads in midlife 
crisis cars like they’re all alone

in traffic, blonde girls bouncing 
on dorm room beds vogueing 
a looping dumbshow on Vine 
for faraway boys with lathery 

torsos, and the chorus goes 
hi-lo blowpop shuga-shuga shake—
every club song is lonely, is a song 
about longing generally, every 

song about California dreaming 
is sad the way a Solo cup rolling 
on its side under a palm tree is
and neon blinking Palms Read Here 

is just another way to say take me 
to the bridge, let that big 4/4 
box store beat build to the bridge 
which always takes you back 

to the same chorus, surge of blood 
away, away from the brain, 
let me come back to beats like 
little boxes where I can have all 

the big feelings, me, always 
with the big, stupid feelings, 
and the kids jumping on beds 
in a scream-along, they have 

Heather June Gibbons 

all the feelings, and boys with 
the spins holding their heads, 
they have all the feelings, flare 
guns shooting off for anyone,

anonymous, interchangeable 
as bodies on the dance floor, 
predictable as let’s stay for 
just one more as though 

that would ever be enough, 
we’ll never have to come down 
to the verse, that old story, 
so much explaining, just 

let the beat drop and the vocoder 
vocals soar, dance so close 
to the speaker the bass hurts 
our kidneys, so loud we can’t 

even hear what the singer 
is saying, like you only 
live once doesn’t also 
mean that you are dying.
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Sore Song
 
Hey you, tune in that sonar.  Come on down here
with your fanged kiss, bow rosined and held aloft,
 
ascot crooked but rakishly so.  How I’ve missed
scanning the horizon for you, wary of parallax—
 
decadent, the way it screws with the curves. 
I need your thumbprint on me in glitter or in ash. 
 
I looked for you in bulk bins of star anise,
in the creases of bus seats, in strange twangs
 
and interstate clovers, mistook you for other
pangs and baubles, and lay awhile panting
 
in your shadow, laid wait in stairwells
and in the body’s many clefts, whispered
 
for you, parched, once thought I saw you
through a guitar pick’s tortoiseshell, once
 
caught a glimpse of the hem of your robe. 
I sensed you with my high-powered sensor.
 
I orbited you, I probed.  And now I see your
massive eye blink against the bars of the cage
 
as my vessel pulls closer, risking burn up for data.

Heather June Gibbons 
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Caveat Ode

A crow chasing a hawk shadow 
is a reminder of where my fears go 
before wreaking their necessary havoc. 
The reflecting pool has swallowed 
the day and spit out its teeth, some ear lobes. 
Every breath is shorthand for: 
surprise, you get another chance 
to muck things up all over again. 
Ballerinas are notorious for shitting 
down gravity’s throat on pointe. 
In the latitudes of sleep clouds 
are vandalizing the moon. 
Your life has once more been 
changed beyond recognition. 
In this incarnation you’re going 
into a bank wearing a Nixon mask 
to deliver flowers. 
Over there you’re six and are given 
a sousaphone to master as a 
musical instrument. You think 
it might better serve its function 
as a birdhouse.

Jose Luis Gutierrez 
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Virginia Konchan 

Stone Age
 
Awash in a pool of superlatives,
we forget the finer distinctions 
between things.  Look out
from whatever vantage
your living conditions afford:
see the generalizing angels
huddled over algebra,
shrubbery, dead forms.
Sunrise:  the hunt begins.
Sunset:  we pet our pelts,
retire.  Enough moralizing.
Enough faux-urgency.
Stanza, in Italian,
means room.
The cycle is all—
impeccable grammar
of the sun and the moon.
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Virginia Konchan 

Discovery Channel
 
Levitating from the dead,
the color of butane,
the king-fisher forces his hand.
The elusive flower
reveals its stamen:
the rest is nature, ampersand.
The rest is the unwritten part
of the musical score.
Electric currents sing fa-la-la,
sing Il Trovatore.
We are a part of a rhythm nation,
a scientific revolution, a field.
Hive mind can’t touch this:
the broken brain’s blather,
the seep of gold, the yield.
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Virginia Konchan

Vow
Grass seeks photosynthesis
like the mouth seeks 
a combination of vowels
and consonants, opiate
of language under duress, freefall.
I press the damper pedal down
on the key of F, the key of kindness,
until my foot becomes one with the ground.
I worship wind and reeds,
stuff of Orpheus’ song.
I confuse the animal sunlight
making designs on the wood-beamed
floor with creatures anterior to name.
I die softly, celebrant fashioned,
or, rather, rough-hewn out of clay.
A god, too, needs goals.
I wake, prune my lemon-tree.
I call night night, day, day.
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Marcia LeBeau

Growing a New Pair
This is the poem that should begin my book
of poems. It should be digestible, readable,
and agreeable, in order not to scare people away
from the start. It should reveal something about how
I’m vulnerable, but not so vulnerable as to be pathetic,
and then allude to an action of mine which exhibits
audacity. This instance should be ballsy enough
to have the reader immediately flip to back of the book
to inspect my author photo to see whether I’m attractive
enough to be that confident. I, in turn, should be just
that striking in said photo to not confuse people into
thinking that this is just some kind of fuckin’ persona
poem and then I would instantly remove fuckin’
because that would show that I’m altogether too angry
or too young or trying too hard, which I obviously am,
but at least I’d be admitting it instead of chomping
on the end of a pen hard enough to elicit an erudition
I don’t possess. And then I’d remember that there could
be a scholar reading this poem, which could potentially
endanger the life of the piece, creating a huge hesitation
in its writing, which until this point had been a revision
of key stroke, key stroke, key stroke. And at that point it
would be just about time to stop this opening poem
because any more self-indulgence and some would not
go on. Whatever the case, there will be quite a few who
will have stopped before they get to this line and to them
I say—nothing, as they are gone
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C. J. Miles

The Physics of Bae
I woke up with an amusement park
Lodged in my esophagus. A roller coaster hitched
To my spine. Carnies camped out in my lungs.
I hammered an eviction notice to the front
Door of my heart. I called to you in coos
But you were too busy collecting rent
From my spleen to hear.
Nothing is free, not even feelings.
Especially not feelings.
Not even looking at the moon.
Not even the cinnamon steeping
From your spine. Or the poems
We feed to the birds.
If I jump out the window, will the ground know
What to do? And what did you think
About when you rubbed my skin
To the bone? When you spent
All of last week grinding winter
Between your teeth?
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C. J. Miles

Will Anyone Come for Us?
I bought us an island.
It cost a pregnancy scare and two moles
On my back we couldn’t afford
To get biopsied.
Still, it was worth it.
I bribed the maps to forget there was an island
I bought us. In return, the maps
Demanded our firstborn, a gallon of skim, eight dreams
Disguised as mantises eating their prayers.
On the island we learned how to fall
Asleep mid-kiss. Hello,
We told the island, Let us be welcomed
To you. The island took pictures of our clothing
As they fell off of us. We laughed at every shipwreck
That never made it to shore.
Someone, somewhere, coughed love.
We stayed still. And for a moment,
We both believed in God at the same time.
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Your Heart Is a Haunted House
There’s a spooky sound to breath
And let’s not even mention love,
I haven’t grown that tall yet. 
When I grow tall I want to be
Samson’s hair scattered on
the floor of Delilah’s lap. 
I want to grow gills and make out
In a lagoon. I want to be a lagoon.
The last supermoon before 
We all immigrate to Mars.
I want to be all of Mars.
Build tornados in the basement 
Of my lungs. Call my dead sister
Collect, ask her what 
It’s like being alive twice. 
Every haunted house is a magic
Trick I have yet to solve,
And this morning I woke up speaking
In time zones. You were days
Gone, grown and all

C. J. Miles
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Cara Eileen Peterhansel

The Party
“Oh! Thought Clarissa, in the middle of my party, here’s death.”

Virginia Woolf, Mrs. Dalloway.
 
Here’s death
sliding down the banisters
wiping clean the fingerprints
of my distinguished houseguests
I feel it in my feet, a burning
spreading to a flush that Richard
says he likes (“the party’s 
so exciting isn’t it?”) and runs
his hand across my cheek. It’s cold,
I know, because my skirt is in
a burst of flame and in my head
a skull’s split open on the pavement
a military man, fallen,
from an open window, not fallen,
no, he jumped. Slipped through that final
threshold, now a bloody splatter.
 
If I had died that moment, when
Sally smiled, dressed in white,
I would have gone, blown lightly out,
a candle’s final puff of smoke
I’d have had that one last sizzle,
But he, like a discarded coin,
hit the fountain bottom soundless.
 
Here they speak of death, their voices
pick up from one another, carrying
that single flower petal,
dancing through the chairs and plates
of food until it falls fast, landing
in the corner. Now they speak
of hat boxes and perfume and newly
published books, how lovely the weather
was today. The banister
is gleaming at me, almost winking,
“Here’s death,” it says to me.
 
                     ~Clarissa Dalloway
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Cara Eileen Peterhansel

The Window
“The world was clamouring: Kill yourself, kill yourself, for our sakes.”

Virginia Woolf, Mrs. Dalloway.
 
How might one set about it?
All the pebbles on the
walkways chant in tiny
voices, tugging on my
brain with crab-like pincers
edging close to egg
me on. The eggs gleam
their stark fresh shine, but not
even the chickens tell me
how to do it. Dew drops
on the carpet, tracks from
military boots, with voices
sharp as crystal shards.
 
I’m at the base now, in the
kitchen, but my wife is
here with me instead
of the boys. She’s saying
something, but I can only
hear the butter knives in
the drawers, their iridescent
clinking, sliding on the
wood. How might I stop the
clamouring? The doctor
tells me “rest” while our worn
blankets and the peeling
wallpaper hiss
their rhythmic mantra.
But how would I?
 
Of all the screaming objects
in this house, none
will tell me how our knives
that barely cut tough grinds
of meat, in my weak hands
might obliterate me,
explode me like a thousand
starlights. Or maybe
a gaspipe through my lungs,

filling me with poison,
air that’s fit for me.
The doctor doles my pills,
so even they can’t save me.
 
And yet, the air is warm
coming through the half-cracked
window. And I sit there,
tasting the sun and open
the window a bit farther.
 
     ~Septimus Warren Smith
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Redactions
 —After Glenn Ligon’s Stranger in a Village #13

When there’s a secret to tell a friend 
but you leave out all the important parts.

A student asked me if one of the teachers was pregnant
and didn’t believe me when I said she wasn’t.

At the Super Bowl 
Beyoncé reminded everyone 
she was black.

I didn’t mean for this to sound like it was a secret,
I walk down alleys sometimes because they’re shortcuts.

Remember when Justin Timberlake ripped off Janet Jackson’s brazier?
Remember when all of the Jackson’s got plastic surgery to look alike?

Sometimes I feel like I don’t know how to write a poem anymore.
I forget how to spell things, but I was never any good at drawing.

My mother keeps a scrap book.
My father has beautiful handwriting.

I used to spill that magnetic dust on my notebooks,
blow the rest away and see what words were left.

Kenyatta Rogers
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Kenyatta Rogers

I Can't be as Confident as Maggie Nelson
1.

I think I’m with a friend I haven’t talked to in ten years.  We’re 
walking on railroad tracks.  My car rolled down a hill and we 
ended up in the snow.  We try to reach the top of the hill, but 
never ask each other if we died.

2.

I keep broken zippers because I believe I can fix them.  If I 
can’t someone can.  I keep a recycling can even though I 
believe everything just ends up in the trash. Sometimes I call 
people randomly and they think I just want to fuck.

3.

People always assume I’m lying so I don’t bother thinking of 
things to make up anymore.  I don’t argue.  My vocabulary is 
too small.  I don’t care who wins.  Besides I know what it’s like 
to wake up scared.  Fortunately I forget most of my dreams 
after 3 days.

4.

I can’t be as confident as Maggie Nelson.  I wrote about purple 
for 2 years.  I never discovered anything.  Wave is like a glass 
ceiling.  But I don’t want to talk about her.  She’s better than 
me.  Most people are.  I say this all the time.

5.

I think I’m with a friend.  But I know I don’t know this person.  
We are eating grilled cheese sandwiches at a cafe.  We just 
were there.  We never showed up.  My friend I don’t know 
offers me a bottled water.  I didn’t see them buy anything.  
The seal is broken and it’s still full.

6.  

I was fired from my job.  They thought I was a child.  I told my 
supervisor to tell me I was fired.  She said she had to check.  
I was able to buy a slice of a chicken pot pie.  I couldn’t find the 
gift card that she gave me.  I only looked in the obvious places.
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Blue Note, Also "Worried" Note
An inlet. I am the narrow metal
boat and also the boatman. I know
of two options only: tether myself

somehow to the sour
cleat of this earth, or drift.

But I never learned the knots.

I don’t know the buntline
hitch or clove hitch, don’t know how 

to bend the heaving line. 
I wake on the floor like a boat run up 

on the shallows. Once I dreamed
of a boatman with snub-nosed gun
robbing me in my own home. 

EACH PERSON IN YOUR DREAM
IS A VERSION OF YOU.

He said he wasn’t afraid to use it,
watched the window. He took everything. 

Natalie Shapero
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Dear Buzzard
nesting in the abandoned trailer 
across the holler from my house, 

dear buzzard teetering on air 
just above my house, 

you remind me of me 
in a photograph, circa 1983, 

my face floating in profile 
just above my body. 

Dear death omen, 
holler squatter, scavenger, spy, 

if you’re watching, waiting for me 
to die, I’ve got that covered. 

I’ve hovered in silhouette 
just above myself 

since my Olan Mills girlhood, 
a shoulder-devil, a shoulder-haunt. 

Dear buzzard, you can fly 
your ragged black flags. 

Leave the watch to the faded 
ghost of me. Out of body, 

just above me, she doesn’t age. 
Her eyes never close.

<Maggie Smith
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Not-Elegy for the Midwest
We’re lying on our backs in a field, 
yes, but we’re breathing. We’re lying 

on our backs in the timothy grass, 
watching the trees breathe overhead, 

tracing the stars into lions and spoons.
We’re matting our own shapes 

into the tall sweetness, our clothes 
folded on large, flat rocks 

until we need them again. 
If you want to find us, you’ll find us

lying in a field, deviling the dark. 
You’ll hear us breathing. If you try 

to bury us, know our eyes are open, 
our mouths are open, and no, 

we’re not afraid to taste the warm, 
dark metallic of where we were grown.

Maggie Smith
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Little A
The neighborhood a cake frosted white 
and my son and I sunblind in the snow, 

waving to the shadow of us holding hands. 
The seams where our hands touch. 

The seams where our shadows attach
to our bodies. The seams between 

the chalked ball and stick of each little a 
I remember my first teacher printing 

on the blackboard. How they touched—
no space between them, no overlap. 

My family’s in flooring. I know how 
hard it is to hide the place where 

pieces meet. Ball and stick. My son and I
standing hand in hand, one gray shape

on the snowy hill in front of our house. 

Maggie Smith
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Ryan Patrick Smith

At the Beginning of the Concert, the Singer Explains That She Is on Her Way  
to Boulder to Watch Her Mother Die
 
 Then what is the maraschino cherry in Jason’s Manhattan, bathed  
by the liquor’s ice-water honey. What is she doing
 
 here singing, what is it to her, to me, to be
 
 with her. What is it to her or me, is it like the back porch last week  
budded with ladybugs hungry to winter, the ceiling’s & the posts’ & the  
railings’ stain of black-flecked redness, the spraying of pheromones, if  
thickening is another way to gather
 
 fortune. Everything dies on a wave. If at the peak rides superfluous  
sugar, the wave’s valley flowering with clapping. As the lyric’s last note  
tapers to low hills, goldenrod. If this is the applause,
 
 this is the applause, the syrup thick, blood-thick preservative. The  
singer blood, singing blood singing another song in which the mother is  
bathing like a single, unspoiled fruit.
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Ryan Patrick Smith

Playing the Icon
 
 The icon on cable sets his music on fire under the stiff black wing of  
his grand piano. He hammers
 
 the keys like meat, prods them with his sticks, they start & fall  
apart like ash or shadow, the white & black of heat. When all the  
audience hears the
 
 keyboard startle, see the blue insistence of the icon’s fire, they are  
blown like seedling silk, & you rise from the carpeted floor’s lint-froth and  
blue burrs,
 
 making & unmaking your hands, your teeth. Afterward, you go  
outside &
 
 gather up the blades of maple pods in two fistfuls of dry molt. You  
fling them ahead of you,
 
 run as they chopper back to the scuffs of gray-white gravel, as  
though you are the swiftest of all seeds.
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What A Weird Tenor This World Is, How It Lends the Appearance of  
Appearing like Something Else 
 
after Kerri Webster
           
 The little kid drives a toy cab whose body is a grocery cart that his  
father is pushing. The little kids next door sashay through the tank of an  
above-ground pool. Every little kid is learning to have a singing voice, to  
lose it. Various collisions like dishes being washed,
                   
 the splash of toy brass. Boy soprano. When you came home from  
San Juan, you said you had a dream of our bodies combined in a little girl.  
This was just momentary. The little kid’s blinded cry in the marco
           
        polo game. For the rest of her life she will shut her eyes and call out  
the same name, confusing the answer with the touch of a place where she  
can go no further. This is all just a catalogue of appearances

 and most will be. Before the last word, a question asked by a  
passing man. Light obsessively polishes the two rare nickels of his irises.  
Our faces are shy in different ways. The last word is forgotten.

Ryan Patrick Smith
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my ex-husband 
 
loved me but in white  
i spoke only negro 
meaning i did not know fairy tale 
saw it in movies, yes, but saw my daddy  
spit on in a park in chicago 
grimms negated 
 
i can’t speak white  
though i tried lord knows  
pressed brown hands to pale fingers 
in some sign language morse code 
palms screaming 
dontchu remember africa?  
why you treat your sistah? 
 
forgive me 
my granddaddy was strung up  
on a poplar on poplar avenue in memphis 
hanging there for weeks  
all cause he applied for the police academy... 
 
my love, i should’ve warned: 
a black woman is no picnic 

Tara Stringfellow
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hot combs catfish crumbs and bad men
 
lent she’d send us out  
come back with a basketful she’d call 
my sister and i caught black tadpoles 
with dark hands thrust into warm bogs  
seeking, unafraid 
 
my mother bent over cast iron skillet 
read entrails in the hot oil 
men will fail you more than the Lord 
she swung a rosary over the stove 
in a pendulum swinging north 
 
my sister collected hair thick as a nest 
from all the old combs in the house  
buried it deep in red clay  
daddy will come back she chanted 
 
God can stay asleep 
these women in my life are magic enuff 

Tara Stringfellow
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in your life
 
i was eight when my mother filled with rage and jameson
crunched a love letter she found from my father’s secretary in his suit pocket
and came at me screaming, lustful even in her delirium,
holding the pulp of paper like a warm heart in her hand
and through tears screamed dontchueva—held up the pulsing letter—
dothis toanuthawoman eva inyolife

she stumbled away defeated as job lost as joseph and left me for more liquor

i was thirty when i left my husband to be with no one in particular
which is much worse my mother screamed for the life of her
she could not understand why God bid her raise a selfish child 

don’t pay mom no mind my sister says
sometimes you need a sister like a sailor needs a compass

mom prolly still achin over daddy
aren’t we all i ask

Tara Stringfellow
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only read from exodus
 
we’ve cradled enuff bodies of men we love 
bleeding out onto uncaring streets 
learned to roll my hair with funeral programs 
climbed into sheets that may shroud my children  
black rituals. emmit till was my peter rabbit. 
my mama only read from exodus 
I am the Lord thy God, which have brought thee 
out of the land of Egypt, out of slavery 
 
i wonder what most egyptians thought 
when the jews cried with locusts and plagues 
and blood that their lives mattered  
my father pulls from a Kool not a damn thing he exhales  
 
backing out the drive my mama comes running gasping 
you’ll need this she says unfolds one long pearl rosary  

Tara Stringfellow
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Adam Tavel

The Day after the Massacre
Their sprinting footsteps thudded down the hall
accompanied by teenage blasphemy
so loud it shook the glass in classroom doors
shut tight to keep our sleepy lectures safe.
 
I stumbled past my teetered office stacks
of composition essays that argued
all opposition claims were trussed with lies
to stand there, phone in hand, for reckoning.
 
Instead, I saw Miranda and Jose,
their thin and perfect bodies smashed against
the free speech board, a frenzied swirl of tongues
as if they sought to grind themselves into
 
one spit-slick animal in skinny jeans.
Sweaty, shaking, I faced the corridor.
Dust motes orbited shafts of autumn light
that streamed through squares of window glare
 
where the custodian glanced up to grin
and wave, nonchalantly polishing the sill.
For one more day, no skulking gunman lurched
to spray and consummate our wide-eyed fall.
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The Blacksmith's Daughter
for Richard Furrer
 
Beyond her dragon dream she feels the hand,
her father’s, palsied, tussle her to wade
into her turn. She wears no furs to work
both bellows on her knees, her spindly arms
pumping shushes into the oven’s rage.
A year ago she choked on every face
that floated from smoke and masked the stars
until her brother shoved her back to sleep.
Now she breathes his face, flame-born, unspoiled,
as it was before the drooping pikes drug
it across the moor. Ulfberht. The crucible’s
snug clay womb. She blows his spirit back
against the glowing dragon-jaws. Her hands
begin to wake a blade to cleave through seas.

Adam Tavel
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Doing
 
1/       
There is no word for the opposite of feminism I tell a student. It is not procedural or 
political, but societal. Patriarchal. The student laughs and then acknowledges the absurdity 
in it all, in the past. 
 
2/
Toni Morrison said in an article online at The Guardian, that as citizens, we are always 
told by the press, so and so tried and she notes that no one does anymore. 
 
I do. I don’t know where I’m headed, but I know how to yearn. This off-season needs to 
end.   I am not what is left over; I will never be. I am the dirty work, the hopeless grind 
and the sweet heaven. I will scrawl these whispers into walls. I will unlock myself. Speak 
to me. I am doing this.
 
3/
I am urging myself to express more frustration.
 
I felt that this was a strange stream spraying. I felt this was nothing to get hysterical over, 
but still, a situation that needed voice. We always need voice. Nothing is picture-perfect 
and if that means we bring the pace to a stop, so be it. I am urging myself to be less 
meticulous, less focused, to take what is given to me, and take what I need. Still, do men 
have such thoughts? No. Because there is no word for their struggles.   
 
4/      
I am a bringer. I bring to the table. I bring to my life and to yours. I beg and wonder if it is 
just a little stifled voice.  Let me put it another way. We all want to step out into a day and 
know we are good, and know we try our best at all times. 

Leah Umansky
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Hannah Warren

Interim
The garlic clove crunches under a mallet’s 
 teeth, or maybe your palm. 
Picture this: a red-headed
child walks in the door, 
swinging her backpack. 
She asks why the triceratops eat only flowers. 
You’ve taught her to love the unknown,
 fear the omnipotents, 
but she wants the answers anyway. 
Forgotten, 
 she feels like July
as she pulls away the cornhusks and leans
on your side 
of the table. She tells you 
 stir fry makes the grass grow,
but weeds live in the oil. Lemon juices race 
down your arm, burning 
into the mosquito bite on your elbow. 
 Outside, rain patters the tulips. 
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Grey Goose and Grim Grins
I saw a mockingbird 
crack a joke
 yesterday 
morning. She dipped
her wing 
into my coffee—
hot wings. 
 I heard 
my daughter’s voice 
singing through 
dappled feathers.
And the wren
 whispered
that I, like my daughter, 
can weave 
nooses with the cusps
of my split-ends,
cut into cords. I
can carry 
myself 
upward to the draft
floating the wren 
where the 
 ropes wrap 
smoother
than lightning.

Hannah Warren
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Whiskey's Body
Mandibled in folklore,
I’m carried stranger 
to a stranger: 
 I’m metheglin today—
cinnamon, oak, and well-water. 
Check my pulse for a list of ingredients 
common to my tongue
—use your lips softly because his teeth
petaled bruises. Before you leave, 
     take me
through Avalon’s groves. 
     Tuck me
into the amber until my marrow
thickens gentle. His dirt-smudged fingers 
will pry me from my own density. 
If I wake tomorrow as a bottled body 
laced   with absinthe, 
I’ll chase the water with bourbon
aged in a shot of something blue. 

Hannah Warren
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Mental Health
 
I showed up at the Mental Health Department
in character, as Don Quixote. I picked a fight
with an empty chair in the waiting room, and lost.
 
They admitted me, and now I have my own place
a plant named Ralph, and the sketch of a cow
in a frame. Soon, I’ll write a book titled
 
“Tuesday Night is Wheel of Fortune,” which
will sell four copies before my death, when
it’ll sell millions. But nobody I love will
get the royalties, due to some publishing scam.

Chris Wood
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ART
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Girls

Melody  S. Boone
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Neither Here Nor There
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Layered Girls
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Portraits with Cars
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Layered
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FICTION
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Genelle Chaconas

Skin Deep

 Surface deep is skin deep, but what alien ripples could churn from below.
 Someday, the day you forget to expect it, you’ll lift your head from the hangover sink 
and there it will be; a flux in your appearance, a vision washed up on the delirium beach.
 You’ve grown a mole, not a Monroe beauty spot, but a brown mass. Someone would 
point and say it looks like Detroit. A lock of hair swept across the forehead glows the 
violet luster of a cockroach. Spider-web wrinkles reach like tree roots to the hairline. Your 
teeth are bloodied, cracked in an amnesia bar fight. A scratch left your right eye a milky 
yellow.
 Deeper, your pores sprout whiskers, lax skin flaps nurse grease. Fifth grade hygiene 
videos project through your mind. Sally cleanses with a fresh cloth and natural soap, Sally 
feels confident Monday at school.
 You didn’t follow Sally’s example. Now your face crawls, skulking beneath. Relax. 
Don’t think the words maggot, botfly, lice, don’t picture the bulging swell.
 You couldn’t have resisted this instinct. You open the blade off the nail clippers 
and pry. It doesn’t come clean, but sticks like rubber cement; drops of clear mucus run 
between your fingers. Tears blind you. It’ll get worse if you stop.
 The flabby jaw and broken nose of a boxer, one eye swollen shut, is revealed below. 
The veins pulse with visible shocked tension. Reach in and pull. Now, it’s the hungry bones 
of a junkie, its cheeks like collapsed bridges, eyes the color of plastic Mardi Gras charms. 
Deeper. Thin, slippery lips curl into a cockeyed grimace, an open cold sore oozing pus. 
Scrape. Unearth a forehead barraged by pockmarks. Peel. Expose a moist grove overgrown 
with polyps.
 You don’t ask what it means, why you, or who these silicone doppelgangers are. It’s 
satisfying, like popping whiteheads. You try to be cautious, to treat every greasy sheathe 
with care. But pieces slip into the sink and down the drain.
 Deeper in, the membranes are flimsy, sliding loosely aside. A dense pulse of pain 
warps and wraps not only across, but inside, and then surfaces without a source. There’s an 
anesthesia in this distressed, ragged flesh.  
 Below this, your tissues are more undifferentiated, basic, and functional, the 
individual features sloughing into the mass. Maybe they are you, you as a degenerate in 
utero, you from the species next door.
 This last sticky transparent skin hides nothing. It falls off the blade like boiled sugar.
 How can you fear it if you can’t see it? What do they call this ghost vision? War 
veterans talk about this: missing limbs, parts, and organs that don’t stop thinking.
 That’s how you see it. The pale profile, rubbed smooth as stones on a rough salt beach, 
the puzzle of tunnels, sockets, gaps and gasps elaborate and ancient.
  That’s how you see it, how you will always see, have always seen, like a carcass the size 
of shipwrecks with eyes picked out by the gulls.
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Jacqueline Doyle

The Psychic Fucked Everything Up
 

 The psychic fucked everything up.
 You’re crying, distraught, and it’s not clear whether the psychic continued channeling 
because she knew she was upsetting you, or whether the psychic really had cautionary 
words from your grandmother. “You’re on the wrong track,” your grandmother said, 
and it was even the wrong grandmother, your father’s mother, the one you barely knew. 
You wanted to talk to the other one, your mother’s mother. “We never know who’ll step 
forward,” the psychic told you later. But this grandmother had the wrong fucking advice, 
and really, what are you supposed to do with that? Of course if your grandmother were 
alive and came up with the wrong advice, you’d just ignore it, wouldn’t you? Who’s to 
say she’s any wiser now that she’s dead and being channeled through some psychic in 
Hayward, California that you don’t even know. Hayward, California! Not exactly a mecca 
for mediums. All you know now is that the psychic fucked everything up. Jeez. What 
made you think this was a good idea anyway?
 

***
 
 You remember a Ouija board—it’s been almost fifty years, but you still remember it. 
Four high school girls at a pajama party giggling and the beige plastic planchette moving 
and of course it’s all about the love of your life. What else did you care about at fifteen? You 
haven’t met him yet but he’s going to be “ragged and rugged.” Yes, the planchette spelled 
out “ragged and rugged,” you’ve never forgotten, and he’ll be on the S.S. Rotterdam. One 
of the girls had a father working for the Holland-American Line, but really, how could she 
have been steering the planchette? You all had your fingers on it. Like some Henry James 
character who waits his whole life for something to happen that already has, you’re still 
looking out for him. Mr. Ragged and Rugged. Sounds like a porn star. At your age he may 
be a goddamned gigolo. Are there still gigolos?
 

***
 
 The S.S. Rotterdam is now a hotel, so Mr. Ragged and Rugged won’t be arriving in 
New York, unless he showed up already. The Queen Elizabeth’s gone too, and the S.S. 
France, sold to Norwegian Cruise Line and then sold for scrap. All the old luxury liners 
are gone. You sailed on the S.S. France with your pregnant dog on its last voyage, students 
crammed like sardines into cabins with multiple bunk beds in the bowels of the ship. You 
dallied all week in the sailors’ quarters with a good-looking French waiter. He invited 
you to Paris but you were meeting your German boyfriend in Le Havre and your dog 
had puppies in his VW bus right after you disembarked. But this has nothing to do with 
psychics. Here’s an interesting fact: the Mona Lisa sailed on the S.S. France before the 
painting’s American tour. Mona Lisa would have been a good psychic with that enigmatic 
smile. A smile that says I know something you don’t know.
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***

 
 Your husband went to a psychic in Alameda with a large audience and she walked the 
aisles stopping with a message for each person. “Your mother’s angry at you,” she said to 
your husband. His mother died a while ago, maybe ten years ago. She was often angry, in 
fact, or maybe depressed and bad-tempered would be a better description. But he was sure 
of himself. “No, she’s not,” he said firmly, without even thinking first, and it stopped the 
psychic right in her tracks. “Oh,” she said. “I must have made a mistake.”
  

***
 
 To believe, or not to believe, always the question. The psychic channeled a teenager 
first, and you had no fricking clue who it was. “Really?” she asked. “Think. No one in your 
past? Maybe the child of a friend?” But no. No teenagers. And then your grandmother, 
the wrong grandmother, conveniently shows up to say you’re on the wrong track, but of 
course the psychic was on the wrong track, with the teenager thing, and couldn’t you say 
that everyone’s on the wrong track? Think about it. So many possible tracks. What if you’d 
gone to Paris instead of Germany? What if you hadn’t stayed with the German boyfriend 
for seven years? What if you hadn’t broken up? What if you’d run into Mr. Ragged and 
Rugged after you got back to the U.S. and married him instead of your husband? What if 
he’d been Dutch, for god’s sake. Or a porn star. What then? No, screw your father’s mother.
 “I don’t think so. I like the track I’m on.” You wipe away your tears. Screw this psychic. 
No one’s fucking you up. No ma’am.
 “Thanks anyway,” you say to the psychic, pulling five crumpled ten-dollar bills out 
of your pocket as you stand to go. You smooth the bills out in a pile on the round table, 
covered in a cheesy maroon velvet tablecloth. You’re relieved to be leaving the dim 
and stuffy room, the psychic with her patter, the specter of your grandmother, who’d 
disapproved of your father’s choices too, now that you think about it. If she’d had her way, 
you wouldn’t even be here.
 Outside the night is chilly and clear. Dark has fallen. The sky teems with stars 
configured in constellations you no longer recognize, each with a story. You knew them 
once, when you were a child, but even then you didn’t believe in destiny.
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Dust Tracks
 (For Ellawese)
 

 Perched on the edge of the porch, her arms wrapped around her thickening waist, 
Ellawese sat in the summer twilight gazing out at the dirt road. No cars yet. The wooden 
stairs warmed her bare feet. At fifteen, she still went barefoot every chance she got. Shoes 
hurt, were too confining, slowed her down.  Her mama often warned her, “You gonna get 
a splinter.” Ellawese ignored her. Her feet longed for other places. The ground hugging her 
restless feet promised to take her to see things beyond her mama’s porch, a field of black 
dandelions in Eden, three-eyed frogs in Inkwell, the coral caves in Mayweather.
 She looked down at her feet. They were starting to spread. Her mama had said it was 
from going barefoot. “It ruins your feet.”  Sapphire-blue nail polish glistened on her toes. 
She didn’t care much for makeup but always kept her toes polished in some extraordinary 
color. Other girls in Bogart, Alabama wanted jobs, husbands, and babies. She wanted 
something other than Bogart.  Most evenings, she and her mama sat and watched the dust 
rise from the road. Cars streaked past speeding to places too far for her to walk, stirring 
the red grit into vapors that dragged like shoe strings in the sky. Ellawese would whisper 
towards them, “Can I go.” They never stopped. Nausea stirred her stomach.  
 At the beginning of summer a gleaming red and white Chevrolet had stopped once. 
She had been walking down the road, her too tight shoes tucked under her arm, headed to 
Bad Water to see purple swans. She and mama had seen the Chevrolet on the road before. 
Her mama had said. “A car that color. Some fool woman bought him that car.”  Treasure 
Lee was eighteen. He saw Ellawese’s tangerine-colored toes and dusty feet then offered her 
a ride. Threw her shoes in the back seat alongside his. He drove barefoot. She told him 
she had walked to Attalla once. He had driven all the way to Chattanooga. She wanted 
to ride the Interstate, see the Coosa River, the Indian Falls. Satisfy her feet. “I’ll take ya’.” 
At the Falls he asked to rub her feet. “Will you take me to Atlanta?” Rocketing through 
the darkness on the way home, the Interstate lights in her eyes, she had put her feet out 
the window, pointed them to heaven and walked faster than she ever had, faster than the 
wind, so fast she was soon walking across the sky. 
 The screen door banged against the casing when her mama came out on the porch 
and took a seat for their nightly watching. Ellawese glanced over her shoulder. Something 
quivered inside her, panted like butterfly wings then was still. She turned her eyes back to 
the road. In the distance a red and white car stirred up dusty clouds; the haze made it hard 
to see. The wood beneath her feet was cool now. She looked down at the flowers on her 
cotton dress. What would she tell her mama when her belly started pushing against her 
dress and the flowers appeared to bloom? She would say, “My shoes had been too tight.”

Janice Lively
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What the Universe Tells Marta
 

 Marta always felt gloriously pissed off after her Tuesday/Thursday morning yoga class. 
She knew this was not the point of yoga class. It was good to inhabit the body, and Marta 
was supposed to be practicing the art of attentiveness. During her final arch up from the 
hardwood floor, she couldn’t help but notice that her arms were certainly longer, one 
might even use the word lithe. She felt a lovely, tiny pond of sweat center itself in the curve 
of her back, rest there, cooling at the base of her spine.
 A woman on Marta’s right let out a deliberate sigh. She was wrapped in fabric of 
mustard and sage, “What is the most difficult form of yoga, do you know?”
 There were degrees of yoga? Marta hadn’t realized, “Not really.”
 “It’s just that,” the woman said, “well, this is a little low key, don’t you think?”
 Marta placed a small towel around her neck. The woman was asking her something. 
She ought to respond. 
 “I think it’s fine,” Marta slipped on her shoes and took a long drink of water, a form of 
goodbye. But the woman waited for her and walked Marta out to the eighth floor landing.  
 “I always take the stairs,” the woman said.  
 So did Marta. Everyone did, for the cardio and their glutes. But today Marta saw an 
old elevator and wondered why she had never noticed it before. The gilded door seemed 
eager and relevant, like an artifact just now discovered. Marta pressed the word “DOWN”, 
turned to the woman and lied, “I must have strained something.”
 “Well, I won’t be here Thursday,” the woman called out.  And then, “Too easy for me!” 
(in a stage whisper.)
 “Goodbye then,” Marta said as she stepped aboard, “and good luck.” Inside, Marta 
pushed the number “1” and leaned against the thick brass rail behind her. The woman 
waved, Marta waved back, the solid doors closed.
 The elevator car had been beautiful once. Worn scarlet brocade dressed the four 
walls and Marta touched one of the large covered buttons. Looking up she saw half of 
her face in the mirrored ceiling, spliced by the cut and design. But there she was (part of 
her anyway) framed by a circle of yellow lights. She didn’t look bad. The motor above the 
elevator car engaged.  
 Marta was sure to have just enough time for a shower and coffee before beginning 
work, and this fact pleased her. She no longer found her routine confining. Regarding 
work, Marta had resolved that an average person should not expect pleasure or integrity 
in an average day.  

 Marta liked to remember getting high with her favorite lab partner for a few months 
during graduate school. They usually had sex afterward. She had loved him for a time, and 
he had tried his best to know her.  
 Him: What would you do if you could do anything at all?  
 Her: You mean, for my job?  
 Him: That’s not what I asked, Marta, but go ahead, for your job.  
 Her: What did you ask? Can you repeat the question? 

Beth Mayer
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 Him: It’s not an oral exam, Marta. What would you do, if you could do anything?  
 Her: I’ve never thought about it. I don’t know. What about you?
 Him: I would hold my breath and excavate Atlantis.  
 Her: Something like that? You mean imaginary things?  
 Him: Jeez, Marta. You’re making me so sad.  
 He had gone to Memphis to lead research at St. Jude’s in cord-blood stem cell use for 
the treatment of childhood leukemia. Marta had stayed in St. Paul to work as a chemist 
at 3M for the advancement and improvement of adhesive materials. Marta wished that 
she, too, possessed the fortitude for such unabashed goodness. She had tried volunteering 
as a Guardian Ad Litum in family court. It was her job to think of the children but she 
found that she could not sleep at night, thinking of them. She had to quit before she grew 
irrevocably ashamed of her many comforts.
 Sometimes it was useful to pretend that her job was only temporary. Other times 
it was necessary to engage the imagination. An element was nothing if not an ancient 
thing, hidden but permanent. Wasn’t it old Empedocles who said it? Every object (yoga 
mat, Scotch Tape, Marta) was made up of just four elements: earth, air, fire, water. Marta’s 
own work as a chemist, then, was rather like a form of elemental archeology. Most 
great discoveries were not made by endeavor, but by accident. Even Dr. Harry Coover 
had discovered “Superglue” by mistake. (It had only taken the man sixteen years to 
realize what he had.) A person really just had to keep on. And pay attention. This very 
elevator, here, was going about its work. Unchangeable physics, the principle of weight 
and counterweights were the only things holding her up, and the very things promising 
to bring Marta safely to the ground. This elevator ride might serve as an affirmation of 
Marta’s circumstance: her home in St. Paul, yoga on days beginning with a “t,” her work 
for the last fourteen years.   
 On six the elevator stopped so that a man and woman could board. Marta chided 
herself for assuming that she might enjoy a solitary ride, and cursed the frequency of her 
self-induced disappointments. The man and woman were each dressed for their particular 
form of work. The woman wore a pale blue skirt and matching jacket, along with real 
panty hose. An administrative assistant. The man’s coveralls could make him a custodian 
or possibly an electrician.
 “Oh, hello there,” the assistant said.
 Marta backed-up and nodded a greeting.
 “Good morning,” the man said to both of them.
 The assistant replied by pressing the “1” button (it was already lit) with five insistent 
pokes. “Come on, come on,” she said to the door. “Cigarette break,” she told Marta, (as if 
in confidence) “only fifteen minutes.” The assistant looked the man up and down, “Dare I 
ask what you’re doing here?”
 The man smiled. Marta noticed the rectangular patch above his left shirt pocket. It 
read: “Plunkett’s.” She had been wrong.
  “Exterminator?” Marta asked.
 “That’s right, ladies,” the man said, “And you don’t want to know.”
 “Oh, but we do,” the assistant said.
 Marta did not want any more details, actually. She did not want to remember the 
multitude of brown earwigs that had shared her first basement apartment in St. Paul. 
But of course that wish recalled them clearly. They wore a set of pinchers where their 
faces ought to have been. Legend was, the earwig had earned its name by crawling into 
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the unsuspecting ears of sleeping humans, burrowing and digging, eventually taking up 
residence in the brain. Over time, they drove their host mad. A myth, debunked, naturally. 
But unwelcome thoughts could infest the mind, so Marta chose to sleep with her earplugs 
in place until she moved out.
 “Okay then,” the man, the exterminator, said, “Just how much rain did we get this 
spring, do you suppose?”
 “Rain, rain. We know. Plenty of it,” said the assistant.
 Marta knew that water was certainly not the official element of spring. That was air. 
She had gone camping with a lover one spring, and they had encountered an unrelenting 
rain. When he had tried to pitch their tent, the stakes would not take hold in the earth. 
What do you think, Marta? (That’s what he had said.) I saw some nice little cabins up there 
near the front gate. Marta had liked his neck and the smell of his hair, but she did not 
admire him. (Now Marta wondered why she had so quickly acquiesced. Why had she slept 
with him that night, and stayed with him another three months?) Nothing wrong with a 
couple of rookies like us moving to higher ground.  
 “This past spring,” the exterminator told them, “is one for the record books. Let’s just 
put it that way. Nowhere else for them to go but up, if you know what I mean.”
 “What?” the assistant asked, “Who?”
 Marta watched the numbers above the door lighting up as the car began to carry them 
down. Why were they all still suspended here? Marta heard a steel cable, wrapped tight 
around its sheave. Then a pulley began to turn. During yoga class, she was supposed to 
imagine her mind where it usually lived, right behind her eyes. This she could do. But the 
rest was difficult work. 
 The assistant told him, “Quit stalling, and tell us what you are after here.”
 “Okay then, but don’t say I didn’t warn you. So, we’ve got several reports of rats 
coming up through the toilets. They figure the sewers must be flooding.” 
 “You have got to be kidding,” the assistant said.
 “Afraid not,” he seemed to be enjoying this.
 “You mean to say,” said the assistant, “that I might just sit down, only to get bitten on 
the backside by a rat?”
 He laughed. “Well, well. I never thought of that! But you really shouldn’t worry. We’re 
pretty sure they’ve only gotten as far as the fourth floor. Although, I wouldn’t blame the 
little fellow, if he wanted to meet you. After seeing your backside.” He winked, and the 
assistant smiled. For that she gave him a playful, gentle slap on the forearm (naughty boy!) 
but she let her hand rest there, just for a second.
 Marta had never gotten very far during the last part of yoga practice, trying to move 
her mind down to her heart. It was hard enough, just to remain in the body. The body 
contained four humors: black bile, blood, yellow bile, phlegm. The humors matched the 
elements: earth, air, fire, water. The elements were ancient. And what was the body? What 
was her body, a temple, a ruin?  
 “So, what will you do with them, once you find them?” the assistant asked.
  “The rats? Oh, we know how to rout them out. Listen, I don’t know how high they’ll 
climb, but you’re really probably fine up there near the top.”
 When would they finally reach the ground? She tried to imagine being a rat, traversing 
the brackish waterways under the city, the rising tide, finding her way in the dark to the 
network of pipes beneath them now. Who could have predicted such a distance? Marta 
could return, on her own, to that final exercise. She had to be getting close.  
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 The assistant had a soft pack of “Camel Lights” in her hand, ready to go. She asked the 
exterminator, “Smoke?” 
 “No thanks, but I’d love to join you when we get outside,” he said. 
 The next step for Marta was to close her eyes, turn her mind into an elevator car, and 
push it all the way to the back of her head. 
 In the end, the body could not be avoided. 
 (Mind. Eyes. Car. Yes.) 
 Marta knew that much. 
 (Elevator. Mind. Car. Yes.) 
 Her spine. Her spine could be a functioning elevator shaft.
 (Spine? Spine. Shaft. Yes.) 
 She could move her mind down, she could. 
 (Down. Down. Down. Down.) 
 She could move her mind down, through every element, down. 
 (Now, move, mind, move!) 
 And there she was. (There she was!) Closing in on her heart.  

 When Marta opened her eyes, she felt the elevator car set down. The doors opened, 
and the exterminator gestured grandly with his arm. 
 “After you,” he said. Marta saw the assistant step across the threshold like a maiden. 
The exterminator reached out to her and the two of them moved forward, arm in arm, as 
the spring air pressed against the heat of their luminous skin. 
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Jon Steinhagen

Peripherals
 

 He feels more than sees the woman standing next to him before he finally looks 
up. She whispers “Excuse me, but if you keep looking at my son, I’m going to have the 
librarian call the cops.” He whispers “I beg your pardon?”
 “My son. You keep looking at him. I want you to stop.”
 “I don’t know what you’re talking about. I haven’t been looking at anyone.”
 “I’ve been watching you, I’ve seen you. Just stop.”
 “I think you’ve got the wrong guy.”
 “Every time I look over here, you’re stealing glances his way.”
 “Where, exactly, is this son of yours I’m supposed to be looking at?”
 “Right next to you.”
 He looks. “The guy snoring with the book on his gut? He’s eighty if he’s a day.”
 “Not over there. Here.”
 She steps aside, he looks. He sees a teenaged boy sitting two carrels away, earbuds in, 
writing something in a notebook.
 She whispers “And don’t try to act innocent.”
 “Look, I assure you, I haven’t been looking at him, I haven’t even noticed him, and 
even if I had I’d have no reason to…what are you accusing me of?”
 “I’m not accusing anybody of anything, I’m just saying, he’s sixteen, you’re going to get 
into a lot of trouble.”
 “I haven’t done anything.”
 “That’s what I’m trying to prevent.”
 “Prevent what? What do you think I am, some kind of pervert?”
 “I didn’t call you a pervert.”
 “You’re suggesting it. You come over here, you bother me, you tell me to stop doing 
something I’m not or you’ll raise trouble, and the kind of thing your suggesting is a 
perversion, or an illness, or a predisposition of some kind, all from which I assure you I do 
not suffer.”
 “I see the looks.”
 “Again – these looks you keep harping on. I’ve had my nose buried in this book for I 
don’t know how long.” He checks his watch. “Jesus, eighty minutes.”
 “You haven’t had your eyes glued to that thing the entire time. It’d be impossible. Well, 
not impossible, but nobody does that. Your attention wanders, you might look out the 
window, you might stretch, you might flick the grit out of your eyes, you might take off 
your glasses, rub the bridge of your nose, start reading afresh, you might be struck by a 
side thought and look around, absently, noting who else in the library.”
 “And I’ve done all that?”
 “Yes, but every time you do, you look over at my son for a few seconds longer than I’m 
comfortable with.”
 “Even if I were to admit to doing what you say, which I’m not, even if my gaze has 
landed on him a few times, which it hasn’t, I’m saying if it had he would not have meant 
anything to me other than a teenager sitting in the corner doing homework. I’m not 
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interested in children, not in the way you’re suggesting.”
 “What are you saying I’m suggesting? That you’re a pedophile?”
 “You mean ephebophile.”
 “A what?”
 “Ephebophile. A pedophile is attracted to children. An ephebophile likes young men, 
adolescent boys.”
 “That you should even know that word is disturbing.”
 “Disturbing?”
 “Who would know that word other than someone who actually is a child molester?”
 “Child molester! Wait a minute, lady, who said anything about molesting children? 
Your son’s presence fifteen, twenty feet away from me comes as a complete surprise. If I 
noticed him, it was peripherally, out of the corner of my eye, a human-shaped blob that 
meant nothing more to me than that – a human-shaped blob. I’ve been very intent on 
this book because my father told me a guy he used to work with said there was a photo 
of my grandfather’s tailor shop in here and my father couldn’t find the book in the stores 
so he told me to look it up next time I’m at the library, so here I am, and here’s the book, 
and here’s the photo of my grandfather’s shop, and as I find books of photos relating to 
the history of Chicago completely fascinating, I’ve been looking through the whole book, 
looking at photos, reading captions. In other words, totally absorbed.”
 “How do I know that’s true? Everybody’s got a story, especially if they’re out to do 
something unsavory. For all I know, that’s your gimmick. You come in here, grab the same 
book every time, pretend to be immersed in it, but really your attention is on everybody 
else, you’re looking to see who’s come in, seeing if they’re male and of a certain high school 
age, and this place is convenient for that, seeing as how it’s so close to the high school and 
open till nine on school nights. And as for that book, for all I know you wrote the thing, 
that’s why you know it so well, or you’ve read it before so can be conversant about it if 
someone should ever confront you about your behavior and you say you’ve been absorbed 
in the book.”
 “What kind of mind do you have?”
 “Me? A cautious, observant one, I hope. And you never answered my question about 
that word, how you know that word and what it means.”
 “Ephebophile?”
 “Exactly.”
 “It’s Greek. I teach classical languages. Latin, Greek. See?”
 “Oh, come on. Who does that?”
 “I do. I can think of several other people who do, too, although it’s not that big of a 
field anymore.”
 “What, at a college?”
 “University.”
 “You seem awfully young to be teaching at a university.”
 “Thank you. Now, if you don’t mind, I’d like to be left alone.”
 “Fine, fine. I just wanted to caution you. And you should be thankful I stepped in and 
we had this civilized conversation, somebody else might have called the police or had the 
library staff ask you to leave, and when you resisted the scene would have escalated into 
something embarrassing and ugly and then the police would’ve been called absolutely, if 
you didn’t run out of here.”
 “What can I do to prove I’ve no interest in your son, sexually or socially?”
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 “Stop looking at him.”
 “We’ve been through this. I was not looking at him, certainly not with the intent you 
seem hell bent on superimposing on it. I have no sexual longings for children of any age, 
nor do I have any sexual longings for the male sex.”
 “There’s nothing wrong with homosexuality. If my son’s gay, that’s fine. He hasn’t said 
he is or he isn’t, but if he does someday, I’d be okay with that. I’m not saying I suspect it of 
him, although you’ve got to admit it’s hard not to suspect it of anybody in this day and age, 
as it’s so much in the news because of all the controversy over this and that and the stories 
about the hate crimes, and I’d just die if I got a phone call someday telling me Jayson had 
been beaten up because he was gay or possibly maimed or killed, I’d just be beside myself, 
not because it happened because of his sexuality, but because it happened.”
 “And I feel the same way.”
 “You don’t even know him.”
 “No, but I’d feel the same way if what you just described happened to any young man 
or woman – or any older man or woman, for that fact – because of their sexuality.”
 “That’s why I’m begging you to leave him alone.”
 “This is really too much. Stop talking like it’s a done deal that I’m a sexual predator.”
 “You don’t have children, you don’t know what it’s like to be worried.”
 “How do you know I don’t have children?”
 “If you had children you wouldn’t be sitting around in a library for nearly an hour and 
a half on a Tuesday night. And you’ve no wedding ring.”
 “There are so many flaws in your reasoning I’m not going to even bother listing all of 
them, because basically you’re wrong on so many levels. While I’m not married now, I was 
married, for four years, then my wife died of renal failure, and with her the little girl she 
was about to deliver, the little girl who would’ve been my daughter. Now, up until my wife 
and daughter died, I spent all of my waking hours worrying about the child I would’ve 
had, worrying about every step of her as-yet unbegun life, from SIDS to playground 
scrapes to schoolyard abductions to date rape to prostitution, I mean I imagined it all, 
every way her life could’ve gone, the sunny and the dark, although mostly the dark 
because, as you said earlier, it’s hard to think of anything but the bad in the world in this 
day and age when everything on television is all sadness and violence and hate and god 
knows what else. So yes, I do know, in a way, what it’s like to be worried.”
 “I’m very sorry for your loss, although you seem a little young to be a widower.”
 “That’s twice you’ve told me I seem too young to be something. How old do you think 
I am? I can’t be much older than you.”
 “I’m not telling you how old I am.”
 “And I’m not asking. I’m thirty-eight. My tragedies happened six years ago. That’s not 
so old. It’s perhaps too young for that sort of emotional upheaval, but is there really a right 
age?”
 “I suppose not.”
 “All right, then.”
 “But – again – as far as I know, you’re telling me a story, making it up about your wife 
and daughter.”
 “Well. Fine. Call the cops. They’ll get the truth out of me. And then I’ll sue you for 
defamation of character. Go on. Accuse away, see how far it gets you. You want to be 
protective of your son? That’s great. But what kind of complex are you giving him by 
accompanying him to the library? Huh? Protective is one thing, but over-protective is 
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another. He sits in one end of the library and you’re at the other, or you’re circling him, 
wandering up and down, judging anybody who comes near him or looks his way, the 
women are hookers and the men are perverts. Is that it? You’re a vulture, a buzzard. Let 
the kid alone.”
 “Just shut up.”
 She goes to her son, taps him on the shoulder, gets his attention, points to her watch, 
then walks past the man to collect her coat and books from a far carrel. She disappears 
around the farthest shelf of books.
 The man sighs, looks at his watch, goes back to his book. He reads two sentences and 
closes the book, shoves it away, lets his gaze wander to the window and the soft darkness 
outside.
 A folded note drops on his desk. He looks up to see the boy walking away, following 
the route his mother took moments ago.
 The man looks at the folded note, his ears hot, his stomach leaden. He doesn’t know if 
he should touch it, open it, read it. He doesn’t know if he should leave it there, unopened, 
for someone else to find and possibly throw it out or read it, reading god only knows what 
is inside.
 He doesn’t know who is watching him.
 He doesn’t know what to make of it.
 Or of anything.
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NONFICTION
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excerpts from Reality En Route
INTRODUCTION[s]: A
Follow the Footprints
 
#Reality en Route started summer of 2013 as an auto-ethnographic experiment scribbled 
in a diary journal, captured in camera phone snapshots and text pixel translated into an 
online blog. PART I is composed of revised content from realityenroute.blogspot.com.

PART II weaves unwritten events of this first post-college travel with past and ongoing, 
on-the-road journeys. Elaborated in a series of flashback essays spiral braided across 
space-time, this second section subsequently precedes up to the present tense juncture.

RER is a map quest of mediated memory,* the see beyond the bedrock shelf of self.**
 
Unfolded like a humanoid in corporal, cerebral and cyborg computation through image, 
word, page and computer interface, its evolution explores the metamorphic process of 
memoir storytelling in a (post)post-it-techno-terrestrial age.***
 
*This project is dedicated and directed to all lovers of the earth; may our passions burn the 
planet’s surplus, erupt rising stars.
 
**This project is dedicated to all living resistance from the blue-green planet of color.
 
*** <Re-start>

Mary Alinney Villacastin
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Beginning the East, Becoming Exotic
Thursday, August 29, 2013
Târgu Mures, Romania
 
Overlooking the airplane window, in a short hours ride, below me the landscape of 
suburban Belgian villages is transformed to rolling green hills of colored body tones. /// 
At some point, there is a line crossed. That transversal is a topographic map of abdominal 
nerves, overlooking a vertical perspective; in other words, inside a broken heart is a black 
hole, suckling energy at the hovering edges of an event horizon –anxiety twists plot’s knots.
 
On the ground, so too do terrestrial roofs décor differ in relational hues of collective 
truths. /// That rising up, together like eroded ridges, braided by frictional reality’s 
oppositional underground – this is also the fence wire that burns built bridges between who?/
men.
 
(I’m a Philippine-Gringita leaving northwest Europe for continental southeast ‘Balkan’ 
diversity’s direction. Traveling alone, I wear the similar facemask of faraway strangers, 
though singular familial under the pink wink’d hood of a batlash’d female smile. I feel my 
creaturely disguise of cosmological creation corrupted by foreign social codes of frozen 
alien representation.)
 
(                    *notes:
1. Regional religious, ethnic and political histories of collective power contradict/
complement this post-Communist municipal-industrial airport city-as-community, 
whose long-standing and over-written histories of ethnic endurance manifests their iconic 
permanence-as-protest statement on every immeuble.
 
2. For every tribal-like affiliation, orthodox spiritual order and fragmented spatio-
temporal identity, there is history and its people who call this metaphoric church-castle of 
enclosed heritage/hermitage home.
 
3. Wolf statues stand as common symbols outside the façade constructions of institutional 
architecture. Like the state. Like religion. Like the Romans. Like Romania. Like the last, 
later flash of Latin past –sentimental sediment painted nation.)
 
*Artful appendages dangle assemblage points of linear progress, aligning a singularity 
whose gravitational tug impels determined resistance in the improvised dance of remixed 
positioning. After multiple points criss+crossed hybrid, there is a spiral traced by spinal 
tensions, turning back to turn tale up&around.
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Border Crosser
   
(                    *notes, continued: 

4. Relation of the golden ratio is a closed-form expression of matrix equations. 

5. Each sequence is outlined by a rectilinear recurrence, with constant coefficients to 
determine subtracted difference. 

6. Delay of dream passage represents the finite interception of coded error, the firewall of 
endurance that stands the test of space-time.)

I hitchhike to the end of Roman words. The rolling hills of Romania unfold into fertile 
rock of Serbia, distance divided by domesticated grass fields as backyards as both sides of 
border. After two hours of patient pause, I finally stride alone, on an earth deserted, an 
emptiness embodied, a terrain of history (and war) touching like burned book pages. 
* 
I retell the story again and again, the day I received my American passport I crossed la 
frontera from San Diego to Tijuana, Mexico. I repeat the story so many times, 16 years of 
legal enclosure erased in an afternoon, that the border becomes undone like a loop.    
* 
Again, I am in-between a war of worlds. As symbolic protest, farmers on the Bosnian 
side block the flow of border traffic with tractors and trucks stretched out over three 
kilometers. Rather than wait, I walk with the weight of my backpack and heavy heart 
under the heat. A woman driving her father picks me up, invites me to stop and shower at 
their house, built after the bombings of the Bosnian war. Before dropping me off at the bus 
station with a ticket to Sarajevo, they give me a bag full of plums; her father, who spoke 
little English, assured me, for you, from our garden, no GMO, not like your America.
* 
Thumb up, head down, red rock soil and green mountains hazing background, waffle 
diner distancing foreground, I hitch a ride from The Boondocks, New Mexico to El Paso,
Texas, supposedly the safest city in the United State. I decide to bus traverse the Mexican
side, Ciudad Juarez, once recognized as world’s murder capital, now center of global
factories and femicide, to witness the wired irony of boundaries collide; I bite my teeth in 
hunger. 
* 
Nighttime is coming fast, tomorrow is my birthday, September 7, I’m getting to the limits
of Bosnia and Croatia but no one stops to help, will I sleep under the stars? I feel anxiety 
atomize as raindrops on my skin, will I rebirth on the other side of the road?
* 
This is the third time I cross the terrestrial U.S.-Mexican border. This time, from Nuevo 
Laredo, Texas; this time, not alone. My brother accompanies me, on his first trip to a 
non-English speaking country his first stamp in his permit to pass since our childhood 
departure from the Philippine Islands. Trembling, he is here to confront his futurity, 
culminating southward. 
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* 
The first and last time we hitchhiked together we got a ride with Mr. Apple, whose son 
abandoned him on a cross-country pre-college journey and happily invited us along. We 
three hiked through the Rocky Mountains together, us as strangers, as family. 
* 
It’s all so anti-climatic, our crossing. The guards stamp our passports and mark our 
entrance fee. My brother’s fears of the frontier dissolve like differences of currency.
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Selective Silence

I get a rideshare from the suburbs of Zaghreb to a ten-day Vipassana Meditation session 
in the mountains of Croatia. I never did anything like this before, invert silence inward 
under guided instruction. Prior, I never even cultivated a daily meditation practice. But 
I needed to leave the Shengen zone and consume as little cash as possible. Offered to the 
pubic based on donations, I sprung at this opportunity for self-reflection. 
* 
You picked me up from the edges of Zaghreb. After finishing my 10-day meditation, a 
classmate invited me to his house in the hills of Budapest, Hungary, where I stayed a few 
nights before heading back through Croatia, where I met you, near the capital. You were 
en route to the island of Krk. I did not intend to stop there but you invited me with you. 
You were born on the Bosnian side. While cruising highway curves, you reminisced your 
childhood memories burned along the spilled blood riverbanks of war. 
* 
For the first three days, sitting meditation attention is solely focused on the space between 
our nose and lips where respiration circles. Thoughts fly thousand directions but sentience 
oscillaties around that strip of skin. For the following seven days, we resurface that 
heightened awareness around our immobile bodies. For ten days, we cannot engage with 
yoga, dance, martial arts, music, writing or other mediums of sense expression. We eat 
two veggie meals a day and a small fruit dinner; eyes closed, I look forward to each lunch 
bite. 
* 
We ride over the bridge and arrive on this rocky island, sleepy in end of the summer 
September. I sip coffee and wine with you and your couple friends from Czechoslovakia, 
looking out into the still seawater. It appears as if all of us do not speak the same
language. Yet we dream the same stars in smiles. You allure us to you and your wife’s
timeshare. We whine and dine together on the terrace, overlooking ocean side backyards. 
*  
Since we were not permitted to write, I tried to remember little bits of elements to later
scribble in words, though I never did ‘til now. Orange peels. Cotton linen. Sips of lentil
soup. Chirping birds. Mountain curves. The slow descent of darkness at great heights. 
* 
I got tired of the people party and stayed in the empty room of your four children, next
door to your sister. I remember the bunk beds, Toy Story sleeping sheets, stacks of boy’s
clothes and size 1, 3, 7 and 9 slippers. 
* 
One day, I am horrified to find a mosquito buzzing in my room. I hate insects that prick 
beneath skin. Immediately, I try to kill this incident, without luck. The fly fills me with fear 
and anxiety, which I cannot express because I choose to sit in silence. 
* 
Later, I am horrified when you entered the room and inside me. I hate insects that prick 
beneath skin. Immediately, I tried to kill this incident, without luck. You haunt me like a 
fly’s shadow, which I cannot express because I choose to sit in silence. 
* 
When the ten-day’s silence ended, I felt renewed. The next mornings, I raced laps around 
an island trail off Budapest, abandoning the past in the dust. 
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* 
When the ten-minute silence ended, I felt unclean. The next morning, I showered three 
times using three soaps as mode of remote control, abandoning the past in the drainage. 
* 
When I finally broke down the self-imposed prison of three-year’s silence, I felt
refreshed. The next morning, I started writing on blank pages again.
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Typhoon You

On Friday, November 8, 2013, the eye of Typhoon Haiyan (Yolanda) – at the time the highest 
wind-speed cyclone to strike land in human history –  hit my parent’s heritage
home of Bantayan Island, Philippines. 

*

"+after five months over Atlantic ocean exploring European roads, you arrived to your 
parent’s apartment in Florida exactly one day prior to disaster; on other side of the world, 

your blood embrace of DNA membranes survives the world’s strongest storm."
*

Six months later, I would witness the disaster’s destruction face to face on a fourteen day
sojourn. In a mini-composition book the size of my hand, I started and half stitched 
fragments of a people’s story…

*

“(Kids, [9-12 years old)]...) 
nagtangiskamo? (cried [did] you?) 

naghadlockkamo? (scared [were] you?)”
*
 

“You don’t understand. The wind was blowing so hard, I knew it would blow away my house. 
The wind was blowing so hard, I knew not what sonar-waves blew my ear’s battle-drums. 

Even Roy-Roy, bati siya (a crude ‘she is deaf ’), she seized herself like a swollen
seashell shut shelter-tight, full of fear. We all cried, loud. Not loud enough. 

Did you hear me? Not loud enough.”
*
-quoted excerpts from Codex Fragment of Foreshadowed Clouds* (unpublished)

*
Six months earlier, head spinning hellish stratospheres… 
I start to break down. 
I read. I don’t write. 
I teach / touch play. 
I do not know what to do.      Search for a point in the end.
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Plant a Seed

I’m back on the road again.
I’m not sure if it is too

soon or too 
late, but again, 

I’m going not-knowing. 

* 
(Like that moment of rushing, reflection on the median bench in Manhattan.) 

* 
Sinking rooted 

state of suspension, 
breath before bridge 

from singular island’s
circular distance. 

* 
(((In this fixated position, intention hovers over horizon see of possibility; intention is 

destination-direction beyond currents of desire.))) 
*

I’m here in Oaxaca, Mexico again, 
heading to tropical highlands for ritual healing; 
Three times now, I have returned to this route, 

trailing sign waves of currents as compass.
* 

Looking into filth of forgotten pasts is like looking at sidewalk litter. Mass consumption 
scatters trash like routes of movement, a symbol to process looking back like oracle 

bones. In anthropological fashion, I follow the fossils of long-gone footprints and brush 
off death’s guttered dust. The road slithers and cracks as a rising creature of other-side 

de/construction. In counter discipline reaction, I resist its crude representation as truth 
vessel, dirt inverted. I’m here in my head, again, treading down fear’s tower for a

backspace eraser:

*
Looking into seeds of possible futures is like looking at sidewalk litter. Mass production 
scatters trash like routes of movement, a symbol to process looking forward like oracle 
bones. In anti-anthropological fashion, I follow the beating hearts of dancing footprints 
and brush off life’s glittered dust. The road stops and invokes an indigenous community
 of oppositional re/construction. In counter discipline reaction, I resist its crude 
representation as truth vessel, dirt inverted. I’m here in my head, again&again, tearing

down fear’s tower with a frontier spacebar.

* 
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(                    notes: 
1. Since 2014, teachers continue to occupy Oaxaca City’s Zócalo center. They contest the 
state’s push to pass laws which will forcibly require educators to teach learning material 
exclusively in Spanish, an impossible and unthinkable task in a state largely composed of 
indigenous language-speakers (principally Zapotec and Mixtec, though dozens more). 
They fight for a future in which people actively participate in its social survival. 

2. The southern highland on-the-highway town of San Miguel Suchixtepec contests the 
existence of a nation-state that permits the limber industry’s illegal forest presence for the 
sake of profit. They fight for a future in which people promote ecology’s endurance. 

3. Las Sierras del Sur of Oaxaca rank fifth in the world’s zones of biodiversity; a pine-oak 
cloud forest where café, apples and coconut bloom downhill together, alongside the globe’s 
forward-growing gardeners cultivating cultures of resistance.)

*
Inside this mushroom cloud, I de-center the (sub)atomic cell of self(-ishness)

* 
Heart rooted in the soil, 

I plant a seed on this point & stalk the skeleton’s flesh; 
here, I will re-wire///(re)write.
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Jenny Boully

First Death

The moon was a disorderly thing that stuck and then unstuck and then stuck again.
 
We went camping a lot.
 
It was the summer of darting minnows.
 
The edge, the lake, the lapping of waves, the stones skipping out forever against all of that.
 
Sunburn and then the blister and flake and freckle of it.
 
Glinting on the waves were sequins that stuck and then unstuck and then stuck again.
 
There was a lot of hiding under beds.
 
We children had snuck into the Na Pon’s room and found the clutch there.
 
The clutch contained hundred dollar bills.
 
The gleam of the sequins, the bright stars, her wig just a few feet away.
 
We did not know she wore a wig.
 
The wigstand just a white egg.
 
Life was a false thing that stuck and then unstuck.
 
We were amazed: the amount, the domination; we had never seen so many, so much.
 
She had been saving them to send home.
 
It was the summer of dandruff and peeling skin.
 
Our mothers had never seen so much.
 
The smell of head emanating from under the beds.
 
The yard sale: we had come to see the dead woman’s things; we had come to see Uncle 
Ron, to see if he needed anything.
 
The wig just a few feet away.
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I thought I should like to be the one who brushed that hair: Na Pon who was so beautiful 
and little and lovely.
 
But now she was dead.
 
It was the summer of faceless eggs.
 
In the photo album, in the photograph, Uncle Ron tall and blond, baby-blue suit and 
white bucks and the tan and brown Coor’s can.
 
The black and white wallet portrait of Na Pon in my mother’s album: the sad look, the 
future too near.
 
A young Thai bride who had come to America just to die.
 
(The wig was just a few feet away.)
 
Another photo: Uncle Ron naked and spread-eagled on their bed.
 
We thought that was what adults did.
 
The corsage in the other photograph, the short, frilly pink dress: were these her wedding 
best?
 
It was the summer of coconut flakes, the crazy cake that didn’t take.
 
We children snuck the snacks under the beds.
 
We invent a story: all those bills, the pretty clutch, the naked photograph.
 
We thought that was what adults did.
 
The cake coconut, the carpet white shag, the yellowing custard of the wig pad.
 
Now she was dead.
 
We thought that was what adults did.
 
Home was a thing that unstuck then stuck then unstuck again.
 
The young brides were horrified. The body embalmed, the casket, the body underground.
 
No one had called any monks to help find the way.
 
All summer, under the stars, we wished we may we wished we might have the wish we 
wished tonight.
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Nothing ever came of it.
 
Camp fire was a thing that extinguished itself by morning.
 
Things went wrong; nothing straightened right.
 
Our mothers came after us with fury.
 
Life was a thing that unstuck and then could not stick again.
 
We children hid under beds.
 
It was the summer of slushy drinks.
 
The juice of it stained us deep red.

We children collected the points on the cups for things our Thai mothers didn’t know how  
to redeem.
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Rumor Has It

 The shit never ends. And truth is irrelevant. First, I’m kidnapped at gunpoint by a 
guy wearing a dime store Afro wig who’d smeared his face with ManTan, the orange gel 
pooling in his pitted skin. He’d shoved my butt into the back of the prisoner van along 
with Ruff, the medic, who was practically passing out on me. Thompson, the meth addict 
prisoner that Ruff and I had been set to haul back to the joint, had his manacled hands on 
the wheel of the rusting transport van, backing out of the medical office parking lot.
 Everything was too bright, the color of the sky wrong, a flashback from a bad acid trip. 
Sunlight broke into jagged shining shards, spilling through the windows of the old van. 
My breath quickened, my gut felt like I’d swallowed ice cubes.
 Somewhere above us, a crow cawed, a warning cry rattling in its throat.
 The transmission clunked and churned like a spoon caught in a garbage disposal as 
the van rolled toward the street. I immediately thought, Fuck. Onion Field. You know, the 
one where the two night shift LA cops get kidnapped by a couple low-life robbers who 
drive them to the middle of a frickin’ onion field out by Arvin or one of those godforsaken 
San Joaquin Valley towns where the kidnappers plug one cop execution-style, but the 
other one runs off and hides between the furrows and survives only to have such a 
horrendous case of PTSD and survivor’s guilt that his marriage disintegrates, gets fired by 
the LAPD, and becomes a quivering mass of nerves for the rest of his life.
 Except in my case, I was pretty sure our two abductors were gonna drive us out to 
some deserted back road in West Marin where they’d head-shoot the medic and then rape 
and sodomize me. I could almost feel the cold metal of the gun barrel against my scalp, 
hear the pull of the trigger, see the final blaze of light.
 That ugly scenario galloped through my brain as I was staring into the business end 
of Mr. ManTan’s shotgun—which poked through the grates in the metal barrier separating 
the front seat from the secure compartment where Ruff and I were imprisoned. I should’ve 
been worrying about how to escape (well, I was but my ideas all sucked) instead of 
listening to my monkey mind that was currently shouting, Why did I ever take this job?
 I meant both the prison guard job and this particular assignment—the community 
medical transport—the one that was about to get me raped and killed.
        “Easy money,” the sarge had said as I was scooting out the front gate at 7 a.m. after 
eight hours in the AC—the Adjustment Center, where Quentin’s badass prisoners whiled 
away their time thinking of ways to kill or maim staff when they weren’t busily sharpening 
shanks on the concrete floor of their cells or rolling up magazines and newspapers and 
tying them with torn state-issue bedsheets to make a spear handle so they could zap you 
as you pushed the breakfast cart past each cell, taking orders like you were still working in 
that coffee shop back in college. 
 Once again, I’d made it out of the AC unscathed. No one had even tried to gas me, 
although a couple mornings before the guy in 1-29 threw a milk carton of urine fermented 
shit through his cell bars just as I was approaching. His timing was off and he missed both 
me and the cart’s open metal trays of congealing eggs and grease-coated hash browns.
 The sarge’s offer, “Two hours overtime—transport a low-custody inmate—I can pay 
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you for four,” stopped me. I’d been working extra shifts so I could join my boyfriend in 
Europe the next month. All I wanted to do was make a little extra money, and now I was 
not only going to die, but get fucked at gunpoint. And I’d never see Paris.
 Turned out that luck was on my side; our abductors were more interested in fleeing 
than fornication. They stopped in the rear of the medical building parking lot, tore out the 
van’s two-way radio and ordered us to hand over our whistles before they skedaddled. The 
medic and I were locked in the prisoner compartment like a couple doofus Keystone Kops 
for a half hour until we were liberated.
 Back at Quentin, in the middle of writing the escape report, an idea zipped into my 
brain and popped out of my mouth. “I’m pretty sure the accomplice, the man with the 
gun, is a recent parolee,” I told the chief deputy warden.
 Don’t ask me why I thought that—feminine intuition, I guess. Not that I could ever 
mention “intuition” in the macho world of a men’s max security prison. Turned out I was 
right about the prisoner’s rescuer—a biker-looking white dude named David Hunt who 
must’ve spent a good ten bucks of his gate money at the local discount Halloween shop 
buying that pathetic disguise.
 I probably had PTSD after the abduction, but I was pretty good at denial. What I 
wasn’t good at was dealing with the crap I got when I showed up at work the next day.
 Say what you will, the rumor mill at Quentin is better than a Hollywood gossip 
column. People have the dirt on you seconds after something kicks down. The story line 
was frequently garbled—but that hardly mattered.
 So I’m scuttling across the chapel yard, when two male cops holler at me. “Say, 
Holmstrom, we heard what happened the other day.”
 For a second I deluded myself into thinking I might be getting a little sympathy after 
my brush with death. From the looks of those two beer-bellied good ol’ boy types, that 
seemed unlikely, but some Pollyanna part of me was hopeful.
 The taller dude eyeballed me. “So why didn’t you shoot the guy?” 
 Huh? I exhaled. “I didn’t have a gun.” Was this jerk blaming me for my own 
kidnapping?
 “Well, I would’ve shot him.”
 “Hard to do when you don’t have a gun.” Somehow this was my fault. I shook my 
head, trying to eject his absurd notion. “Not to mention that he had his gun pointed at 
me.”
 “Well, I would’ve fought.”
 The second guy chimed in, “Yeah, I never would’ve gotten in the van.”
 “Well, you two would’ve ended up dead on the pavement.” I walked away, wondering 
if testosterone poisoned men’s brains so bad that they invented ridiculous ideas they were 
compelled to share with others.
 A few months later, back from my European adventures, I got called to the chief 
deputy warden’s office where seven stone-faced silverbacks, the prison honchos, informed 
me that the escapee and accomplice had been apprehended after a robbery spree in 
Washington state—apparently putting the Discount Mart disguise to good use—and were 
now in the local jail. A snitch told one of the jailhouse sheriffs that Hunt had ordered a 
hit on me, was offering fifteen hundred bucks to have me eliminated so I wouldn’t testify 
against him about the escape. I guess he wasn’t worried about the medic, figured he’d fold.
 That was the start of six months of hell, waiting for some contract killer to pop up 
from behind a trash can or whip out his Glock in the middle of Petrini’s while I dodged 
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bullets by ducking behind a display case of Belgian chocolates and Veuve Clicquot 
champagne. My mouth broke out in sores; I had insomnia and night terrors.
 I moved into on-grounds housing and was given a gun tower job—all for my own 
protection I was told—forbidden from revealing the reason why I got a water-view home 
with cheap rent and an assignment with weekends and holidays off. In the minds of my 
fellow cops, I must’ve been carrying on with one of the suits—the administrators—to 
get all those goodies. Swell, not only was I in mortal danger, I might be nominated for 
Quentin’s Slut of the Month.
Then came the lineup; turns out I wasn’t going straight to court on the Hunt case. The 
medic and I had to ID the sucker first. Let me tell you, it wasn’t anything like those TV 
police dramas where the victim stands behind one-way glass peering at a series of perps, 
picking out her assailant. Nope, we were in an auditorium amongst scattered chairs, the 
medic and I far apart so we couldn’t influence each other. Eight jail inmates shuffled in, no 
cuffs or shackles, lined up in the front of the auditorium about thirty feet away. I’d been 
mere inches from the accomplice during the abduction, would never forget his ice green 
eyes as cold as a Dakota winter road. Or his acne-scarred face.
 But I couldn’t see shit from where I was seated. This was like one of those eye tests 
where the bottom lines resemble a column of crawling ants. How could I tell which one of 
these guys was Hunt? I stared, trying to make out eye color, discern pitted skin.
 It didn’t occur to me to ask to get closer. Was I afraid Hunt would attack me? Nah, too 
damn mad about the whole death threat and the gun in my gut. After all, if I was allowed 
to get out of my seat and inspect these clowns face-to-face, the DA would’ve told me. 
Wouldn’t he?
 Despite the distance, I eliminated everyone except a guy in the middle—that had to be 
Hunt. “It’s that one,” I told the DA. He nodded, crossed the auditorium to talk to Ruff, the 
medic.
 Then it was over, the inmates walking back to the main jail. Sinking back in the flimsy 
folding chair, I focused on mindful breathing, grateful to be finished. I’d be a great witness 
at trial, I could remember every detail about the abduction, Hunt’s bright green outdoor 
jacket, him arguing with inmate Thompson about whether to tie us up, the kidnappers 
yanking out the van’s two-way radio, the mike dangling on its frayed cord like a corpse 
swaying from the gallows. Imagining Hunt shrinking in the defendant’s chair as the judge 
imposed the maximum sentence, I barely heard the DA return.
 Ruff was gone—out a side door.
 The DA asked me, “How sure are you of your identification?” Turns out the medic and 
I picked different people. I guessed Ruff hadn’t picked Hunt.
 I hesitated. I could’ve been 100% sure if I’d been closer, but it was too late. “Seventy, 
maybe eighty percent.”
 I should’ve lied. Telling the truth wasn’t working for me.
 The DA shook his head. “That’s not enough. We won’t prosecute.” I wanted to scream 
or cry, maybe grab the DA by his starched Van Heusen shirt collar and demand he bring 
Hunt to trial, give me a chance at a better look. But I didn’t. Instead, I just turned and 
walked out, pissed at myself that I’d let Hunt get away with nearly killing me—twice. The 
auditorium door thudded closed behind me with absolute finality.
 Even the escapee’s trial was a fiasco. Inmate Thompson got some fancy lawyer who 
waved his ten-carat pinky ring around like a hypnotist’s pendulum. He mesmerized the 
jury, insisting the prisoner had been abducted. “My client had a gun pointed at him, he 
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had no choice—he was forced to flee.”
 The state attorney wasn’t familiar with the case, failed to refute the absurd argument 
about Thompson being kidnapped. How come the truth kept getting buried under piles of 
horseshit?
 Thompson got a reduced charge and a measly couple more years tacked on to his 
sentence. This was really pissing me off.
 But the drama was finally finished—no more PTSD, no more death threats, no stupid 
rumors or bullshit comments from my fellow officers. It had taken a year, but it was all 
over.
 I was wrong.
 BJ Madden body-blocked me one day on the way down to the staff parking lot at the 
end of my shift. “Hey, girlfriend, we’d heard you were involved with an inmate.”
 She gave me that “you can confide in me” look—the one women use when they want a 
friend to ’fess up. Except BJ wasn’t my friend, just another woman prison guard.
 Nearly dropping my lunch pail, I’d stumbled backward. “What are you talking about?” 
Not that I couldn’t guess—this had to involve the death threat last year—the “secret shit” I 
wasn’t supposed to talk about.
 BJ put her hands on her hips. “Come on, you know.”
 Below us, seagulls squabbled over a gutted Styrofoam container that once held a lunch 
special—a lard burger and soggy fries. BJ cocked her head. “Back last March, when the 
security squad drove you off in the back of a car, everyone figured they were hauling you 
to Marin county jail for booking.”
 “Jail? For what?”
 “Overfamiliarity.” She smirked. “Getting it on with an inmate.”
 The metallic grinding of gears of a nearby car made me flinch. I laid a nasty face scowl 
on BJ. “Oh please. Gimme a break.”
 “Well, you were in the back of a cop car.”
 This was like being on the receiving end of an inept lie detector test. “Look it, 
girlfriend,” I drew out “girlfriend” like a piece of wet chewing gum, “I drove my own car 
home; the goon squad was following me for protection.” Nearly choking on “protection,” 
I recalled the three gooners stomping around my apartment like they were checking the 
floorboards, saying “OK” and driving off into the deepening night. There was nothing OK 
about sitting alone waiting for some contract killer to crash through my back door.
 “Honestly, everyone was sure you’d been busted.” BJ threw me that skeptical big sister 
look she probably used on inmates when they were trying to play her.
 “Well, they were wrong.” I slapped my thigh with my free hand. What was this crap? 
Didn’t the truth count?
 “It sure looked suspicious.”
 “Look it, BJ,” I dropped the girlfriend pretense. “You know perfectly well that if I’d 
been busted, I wouldn’t have shown up at work the next day. And my picture would’ve 
been at the count gate with a poster saying ‘Administrative Leave, not allowed on prison 
grounds.’”
 “Well, no one knew where you was.”
 Sighing, I let the bay’s salty scent fill my nostrils, erasing the day’s sensory memories 
of sweat, shit, and state food. True, last year after the suits told me about the death threat, 
I’d been hidden out in an isolated perimeter gun tower, far from any inmates, mysteriously 
gone from my prior assignment on the upper yard, then sent to headquarters in 
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Sacramento for safekeeping. Except for the higher ups, no one really knew why or where 
I’d gone.
 “I wasn’t in jail. That’s for sure.” I poked at a hunk of broken concrete with the toe of 
my boot. Why was BJ asking all this if she wasn’t gonna believe me?
 BJ stepped closer. “Like I said, it looked bad. You can understand that, can’t you?”
 I snorted. “No, this is all bullshit.” Just wonderful—my fellow cops thought I’d been 
fucking an inmate, when a parolee had been plotting my death.
 Sometimes I hated this place. Aside from the stickings, harassment, general filth, 
and persistent weenie whackers, the out-of-control rumor mill was enough to give me 
a permanently jaundiced view of the human race. The death threat had evaporated, the 
trial was over, but the absurd gossip wasn’t going away. Apparently, the half-life of a good 
rumor was infinite.
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Stuck

 The first time you are dope-sick, you think you have the flu. You roll over and tell your 
husband that you’re not going out. You say you’re going to stay in bed and only get up to 
make some chicken noodle soup. He laughs at you as he zips up his jeans. He sits down on 
the bed to put on his shit-kicking boots. “You don’t have the flu, babe. You’re dope-sick. 
It will only go away if we get more to take away the sick. Then you’ll be right again.” You 
don’t know what to say, so you say nothing. You get up and get dressed. You feel weak, you 
can’t lift your head, and you have the sniffles. You suddenly sneeze six times in a row and 
look at him. He laughs at you again. “See!” he says. You really don’t see but you trust him, 
so you nod.
 You never had any doubt what you wanted to be and what you wanted to do. Before 
you knew how to read, you would look at books narrow-eyed, touch their binds in a 
caress, flip the pages with respect, and bide your time, barely able to wait until you learned 
how to read them. You poured over pages of your illustrated Bible and imagined that you 
knew the parables and lessons through the artwork. You especially liked the pictures that 
showed the impatience of the Israelites when Moses disappeared up Mount Sinai to speak 
with the God they could not see or touch and how the drawings showed them melting 
gold for an idol, creating the golden calf. You were mesmerized by the illustrations of the 
North Star, bright and luminescent, guiding the three turbaned wise men to the baby in 
the manger. It was the first book you read when you learned how.
 You want more. So you go to the library. The silence imposed on students studying 
in the library was a secondary concern to you. You were quiet, because here were all 
these books, and they quieted you. You were uncertain in this place, though. Without 
experience navigating the aisles, you were lost in its depths. The deeper you walked in 
the aisles, the mustier the smell in the binds, and while that soothed you, you always left 
empty-handed, until Mrs. Fitz, the librarian, sensed your hesitation and introduced you to 
the fantastical world of Mrs. Frisby and the Rats of Nimh by Norman C. O’Brien and The 
Keepings Days by Norma Johnston. Victoria Holt’s The Mistress of Mellyn was a personal 
favorite but you realized afterwards that you were not impressed with the romance genre.
 When you were in the second grade, you entered a Memorial Day Contest. You 
sketched and colored an Uncle Sam and wrote an original poem in his Top Hat praising 
America, the Home of the Brave. You received a blue ribbon and five dollars for first place. 
You were shocked but pleased. When your appendix almost ruptured and you missed two 
weeks of school, you hung on the couch with lots of pillows, writing poems with different 
colored pens. Poetry came easily. Later, the best compliment you ever received went like 
this: “The speed and quality with which you write is impressive.”
 You wore long T-shirts to cover your lower abdomen so that when you went into a 
store you could steal books from the best-seller section. During one of these trips, you 
saw Stephen King’s name on the front cover of Cujo and after checking to make sure no 
one was watching, you tucked it into the space between your jeans and your stomach, and 
you’ve never read another author you liked better, before or since.
 And then came Friday night parties and Grape Malt Duck in little bottles. You eased 
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into Saturdays with a few bowls of Gunja. By sixteen, it was freebase cocaine and a toot of 
dope. You believed that William Blake phrase: “If the doors of perception were cleansed, 
everything would appear to man as it is, Infinite. For man has closed himself up, till he 
sees all things through narrow chinks of his cavern.” You didn’t want to be closed. You 
thought the experience would enrich your writing by expanding your mind. You thought 
the familiarity would pay off in dividends of wisdom and experience. And fun, you can’t 
forget fun.
 Someone placed a tab of acid onto your tongue and after that colorful day, you want 
to know everything about Aldous Huxley. You read whatever you can find from Hunter 
S. Thompson and Ken Kesey and his Merry Pranksters. You carry the Electric Kool-Aid 
Acid Test in your jean-jacket pocket until it is bent, folded, and broken. You finally lay it 
to rest on a book shelf and replace it with No One Here Gets out Alive, Danny Sugarman’s 
in-depth look at the enigma of Jim Morrison, and you are so enamored with his face, 
his leather pants, and his poetry that your bedroom becomes a visual altar to his life and 
legacy. You find out through reading everything you can about this “sexy mother-fucker in 
the black leather pants” that he named his band, The Doors, from that very same William 
Blake poem that you like, which makes you love him even more. You feel a kinship. You 
emulate his excess.
 These memories cave in on you like a landslide and you can’t escape. The entrance 
is blocked with milky-white wraiths, ghosts, that offer no solace—just cold gusts of 
awareness, reminding you of everything you never were.
 Decide that this is it. This is the last time that you are going to stand on the corner of 
East Ohio Street, waiting to turn a trick. You’re done with the deception, sneaking away 
to get off sick in the single stall bathroom at the hospital after copping in Sandusky Court. 
And you’re done with Sandusky Court. You’re done with that dead-end cul de sac where 
the stench of sweat overpowers the nostrils and where the hollow-eyed junkies and crack 
heads go to buy back the source of their pain, obsessed and demoralized, abscessed and 
skinny, dirty boys and girls with jail wrist bands still on their wrists and whose teeth are 
rotting or missing, telling you that they’re gonna see their kids for Christmas but when 
Christmas day arrives, you see them selling toys to the crack-man, toys still decorated 
with wrapping and bows, toys that belong under the Christmas tree. You see the blank 
look in their eyes. It’s the look that shields the thoughts from fist-punching a hole through 
your resolve to suppress and forget right and wrong, and good and bad. You recognize it 
because you have that same, blank stare.
 So you resolve that you are done with this. You are done with the stopping to 
vomit as you walk up an endless hill in the rain to get to the tenement house where the 
prepubescent teen sells what you need to get off-sick. You know that kid should be in 
school, study hall even, and instead he’s here. Sometimes the kid looks at you like you are 
nothing, like a big worthless nothing. Sometimes he tosses the wax paper stamp bag at 
you and you scramble for it, hoping it doesn’t fall to the ground and get wet. It’s useless if 
it gets wet. That little punk would be surprised to know that you have a notebook in your 
purse filled with poetry, ideas, and rhymes that you don’t do anything with. You recognize 
that he is as much a slave to the grind as you are so you just take the bags that he throws 
at you without saying anything. In a pure passive-aggressive moment, if he’s no longer 
watching, you creep into one of the tenement house hallways and sit on the stairs. There’s 
a leak in one of the roofs so you choose that stairwell on rainy days because you can 
uncap your syringe and hold it in your teeth while you cup your hands to catch the dirty, 
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dripping water that you need to mix the dope. You imagine that this experience, in this 
stairwell, would make a great poem one day, raw and undiluted, but you can’t think about 
it now because you have to hurry before someone comes and sees you shooting up in their 
hallway.
 On one of your many trips up that hill you realize that there is no North Star guiding 
you to rehab, no staff parting the sea of despair, no burning bush of radiance casting 
epiphany onto your twisted path. If salvation comes, you know it will come as a sneering 
cop who puts the handcuffs on you, which cuts off your circulation in your skinny wrists. 
You will tell the cop that they are too tight and he will jeer at you as he shoves your 
shoulders downward to put you in the backseat of the car. You will smell the holding cell 
of the County Jail before you even get out of the cop car and it reeks of rotten bologna, 
vomit, urine, and moldy feet. If salvation comes, you know it will be painful, like an 
abscess needing to be drained and packed with gauze. So you continue to trudge up the 
hill to buy a moment’s peace and you think about suicide when the kid tells you that he 
just sold his last one. You wonder how you got to this lonely, lonely place.
 You marvel at the loss of control as you wake in the morning disappointed that you 
did. When you run a brush through your greasy hair, you see death in your sunken eyes 
and it looks like compulsion and cowardice swirling in a hazel sea. A million metaphors 
could describe your dying spirit, but you like how the word ‘ember’ sounds, small and 
waning. The embers glower and seethe, so you pour some water on the sparks. You cough 
when the smoke rises and creeps into your lungs. You taste dead ash in your teeth.
 You decide this is it while you sit on the edge of your bed, with a shoe string wrapped 
around your wrist, one end of it in your teeth, holding it taut. Your blood is streaming 
down your forearm in separate lines, like a child painting with red watercolor. You wonder 
if you can make friends with your ghosts. You wonder if the colors will always blend 
to black. You wonder if you will ever have one moment of clarity like a Sunkist orange 
sunset, untainted, stealing your breath like the coarse white powder in a wax paper bag 
stamped with a bullshit name steals your breath, only better because the sky’s not sucking 
your soul through a needle and a spoon. You have no veins left in your arm, so you use the 
tender one in your knuckle and it collapses halfway through delivery causing you to cry 
out, but it’s not a total waste.
 You remember that you have resolved to stop this shit-show right after you get right. 
And then you’re melting, like gold, and everything blends to black.
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the 2012-2013 Creative Writing Department’s Visiting Poet. He is a Cave Canem Fellow 
and has work previously published in or forthcoming from Jubilat, Vinyl, Bat City 
Review, Court Green, Rhino Poetry, and The Volta. He received a 2016 Bread Loaf Writer’s 
Conference Work-Study Fellowship and was twice nominated for both Pushcart and 
Best of the Net prizes. He currently lives in Chicago where he is the Assistant Director of 
Creative Writing at the Chicago High School for the Arts. He is also an Associate Editor 
with Rhino Poetry. 

Natalie Shapero
Natalie Shapero is a professor of the Practice of Poetry at Tufts University and an editor at 
large of the Kenyon Review; her second collection of poems, Hard Child, will be published 
in the spring.

Maggie Smith
Maggie Smith is the author of Weep Up (Tupelo Press, forthcoming 2018); The Well 
Speaks of Its Own Poison (Tupelo Press); Lamp of the Body (Red Hen Press); and three 
prizewinning chapbooks. The recipient of fellowships from the National Endowment for 
the Arts, the Ohio Arts Council, and the Sustainable Arts Foundation, Smith is a freelance 
writer and editor.

Ryan Patrick Smith
Ryan Patrick Smith is a native of Kentucky. His poetry was runner-up in the 2015 Boston 
Review Poetry Contest and semi-finalist in the 2015 92Y “Discovery” Poetry Contest. 
His poems appear or are forthcoming in the Kenyon Review, DIAGRAM, Boston Review, 
Salt Hill, and elsewhere. Currently, he teaches in the online MFA in Writing program at 
Lindenwood University.

Tara Stringfellow
tmstringfellow (Tara Stringfellow) is a poet and an attorney living in Chicago, originally 
from Memphis, Tennessee and Okinawa, Japan. Third World Press published her first 
collection of poetry entitled More than Dancing in 2008. Her poems have appeared, or are 
forthcoming, in Transitions Magazine, Apogee Journal, Linden Avenue Literary Journal, 
decomp: a literary magazine, Voice and Vision: An African American Literary Magazine, 
Prompt, and North by Northwestern. Currently, the author is an MFA Candidate for both 
poetry and prose at Northwestern University.
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Adam Tavel
Adam Tavel is the author of Plash & Levitation (University of Alaska Press, 2015), winner 
of the Permafrost Book Prize in Poetry, and The Fawn Abyss (Salmon Poetry, 2016). His 
recent poems appear, or will soon appear, in Poetry Daily, Oxford Poetry, Crazyhorse, 
Copper Nickel, Meridian, Southwest Review, Ecotone, The Gettysburg Review, and Quarter 
After Eight, among others. He is a professor of English at Wor-Wic Community College 
and the reviews editor for Plume. You can find him online at http://adamtavel.com/.

Leah Umansky
Leah Umansky is the author of the dystopian-themed Straight Away the Emptied World 
(Kattywompus Press, 2016), the Mad-Men inspired chapbook, Don Dreams and I Dream 
(Kattywompus Press, 2014), and the full length, Domestic Uncertainties (BlazeVOX, 2012). 
She is a graduate of the MFA Program in Poetry at Sarah Lawrence College and teaches 
middle and high school English in New York City. Her new full-length manuscript, The 
Barbarous Century was shortlisted for “The Sexton Prize.” More at www.LeahUmansky.
com 

Hannah Warren
Hannah Warren is an MFA candidate at the University of Kansas, and her works have 
appeared recently or will soon appear in The Vignette Review, Soundings East, The 
Nottingham Review, and elsewhere. She often writes about death but hopes never to 
experience it.

Chris Wood
Chris Wood is a life-long resident of the Hudson Valley region of New York, where he 
hosts and participates in various music and literary events. He is the Editor-in-Chief of 
Heyday Magazine: an online and print journal. His work has been published in Jet Fuel 
Review, The Wawayanda Review, and Home Planet News. He occasionally sleeps a few 
hours every other Thursday, converses with woodland creatures and enjoys devouring 
deep poetry and coffee.

Art
Melody S. Boone
Melody S. Boone is a mixed media artist with an interdisciplinary art practice, currently 
living and working in Suffolk, VA. She received her Bachelor’s of Fine Art in 2003 from 
Virginia Commonwealth University in Richmond, VA and her Masters of Fine Art in 2009 
from Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, NY. 



Fiction
Genelle Chaconas
Genelle Chaconas is a 2015 MFA Writing and Poetics graduate of Naropa University. 
Their first chapbook is Fallout, Saints and Dirty Pictures (little m Press, 2011). Their work 
has been published or is forthcoming in Burningword, Exposition Review, Milkfist, Image 
OutWrite, WT Paterson’s The Asylum, Menacing Hedge, Crack the Spine, Dirty Chai, Third 
Wednesday, The Fem, Crab Fat Magazine, Door is a Jar, Bombay Gin, Calaveras Station, 
Late Peaches: Poems by Sacramento Poets and others. They are a volunteer submission 
reader at Tule Review, and they hosted Red Night Poetry in Sacramento. 

Jacqueline Doyle
Jacqueline Doyle’s flash chapbook The Missing Girl (forthcoming from Black Lawrence 
Press in 2017) won the Spring 2016 Black River Chapbook Competition. She has 
published flash in Quarter After Eight, [PANK], Monkeybicycle, Sweet, Café Irreal, The 
Pinch, Nothing to Declare: A Guide to the Flash Sequence (White Pine Press, 2016), and 
elsewhere. Her work has earned two Pushcart nominations, a Best of the Net nomination, 
and two Notable Essay citations in Best American Essays. She lives in the San Francisco 
Bay Area.

Janice Tuck Lively
Janice Tuck Lively is a fiction writer and holds a PhD in English from the University of 
Illinois at Chicago. Her fiction and creative non-fiction has appeared in the anthology The 
Thing About Love Is..., Hair Trigger, Obsidian III: Literature in the African Diaspora, Valley 
Voices: A Literary Review, among other publications. She lives in Chicago and teaches 
creative writing and literature at Elmhurst College,  where she serves as a faculty advisor 
to Elmhurst College’s literary arts journal, MiddleWestern Voice.

Beth Mayer
Beth Mayer’s fiction has appeared in The Threepenny Review, The Sun Magazine, Midway 
Journal, New Writing from the Midwest (Ohio University-Swallow Press), American Fiction 
13 (New Rivers Press), and elsewhere. Beth is a Loft Mentor Series Winner in Fiction 
for 2015-16 and received Honorable Mention distinction in 2014-15. Her short story 
collection was named a 2015 finalist for the Many Voices Project with New Rivers Press. 
Beth holds an MFA from Hamline University and coordinates the Creative Writing 
Certificate at Century College. She currently serves as a fiction editor with Redbird 
Chapbooks, and lives in Minneapolis/St. Paul.

Jon Steinhagen
Jon Steinhagen is a resident playwright at Chicago Dramatists and actor, musician, and 
composer. He has published more than four dozen stories, recently in Midwestern Gothic 
and Remembered Arts Journal. A collection of his fiction, The Big Book of Sounds, was 
recently published by Black Lawrence Press.



Nonfiction 
Mary Alinney Villacastin
Mary Alinney Villacastin is a Filipina-gringita cosmonaut decolonizing her ocean roots 
between South Florida and Oaxaca, Mexico. A graduate of anthropology from Barnard 
College and endlessly enrolled student of Earth, she experiments with auto-ethnographic 
storytelling (instagram@swamp_sea_suburbia). This is an excerpt from a chapbook proj-
ect of her travel stories, started on RealityEnRoute.blogspot.com. Her other writings may 
be found online in Local Nomad, Alien Mouth, Epigraph Magazine, Rambutan Literary, 
minor literature[s] and Four Ties Lit Review. 

 
Jenny Boully
Jenny Boully is the author of The Body: An Essay, The Book of Beginnings and Endings: 
Essays, [one love affair]*, and other books. She has a new collection of essays forthcoming 
from Coffee House in 2018.

Christine Holmstrom
Christine Holmstrom’s work has been published in Bernie Siegel’s book, Faith, Hope, and 
Healing. Several of her essays and nonfiction stories have been published in Gulf Stream, 
The Penmen Review, and The Sophia Foundation Starlight Journal.  Christine’s personal 
journey took her from naive Berkeley student to prison guard at San Quentin—where she 
was promoted to supervisor, and later, counselor for condemned inmates. After surviving 
riots and a death threat, Christine has retired and is writing a memoir about her prison 
years.

Holly Spencer
Holly Spencer is a native Pittsburgher and loves everything about her city, from its bridges 
and rivers to its renowned sports greatness and famous dialect. She is a double-major 
undergraduate student at Point Park University. In April 2017, she will graduate with two 
Bachelor’s degrees: Creative Writing and Social Work. She hopes to help others find the 
freedom from drug and alcohol addiction that she has found, one day at a time, while 
pursuing her passion for writing.




